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Abstract

What evidence is there that Mindfulness Based Interventions (MBIs) may help preserve
motor skills in older adults? This narrative review addresses this question, motivated by
personal experience and two important trends: the societal and personal toll taken by
falls and motor decline in increasingly elderly populations; and the rising research
interest in Mindfulness-based Interventions (MBIs). MBI research in older adults has
largely focused on deterring cognitive decline and dementia through reduction in stress,
inflammation, and sequelae. Meanwhile, a strong current of gerontological research is
linking age-related changes in brain structures, networks, executive function, and
embodiment with motor decline. These changes, studied through sensitive dual-task
testing and other innovative techniques, are detectible earlier and are more deadly than
cognitive impairments they portend. Increasing elucidation of the central role of
cognition in motor function has led to development and testing of interventions to
improve motor function, balance, and reduce falls. Tai chi, qigong, and yoga have
proven effective in this, along with dual-task training, which combines exercise and
cognitive training. MBIs have not been directly tested for impact on motor decline, but
indirect evidence suggests their distinctive, fundamental combination of top-down and
bottom-up effects could be potent. MBI mechanisms, including enhanced attention
regulation, interoception, sensory processing, and emotion regulation, seem likely to
transfer to movement and balance functions, preventing falls through associated
neuroplastic change in underlying brain structures and networks and cultivation of selfefficacy, healthy behaviours, and skilful motor strategies.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
This thesis floats on two rising tides: the surging prevalence of age-related
health challenges and swelling interest in mindfulness and other meditative practices.
These burgeoning research areas increasingly intersect, delimiting the original area of
this review, which narrowed after finding an apparent blind spot in mindfulness
research: mindfulness for age-related motor decline —a profound area of human
suffering. This narrative review attempts to fill that gap and answer the research
question: What evidence is there that Mindfulness Based Interventions (MBIs) may help
preserve motor skills in older adults?
The Health Toll of Ageing Populations and Thesis Overview
With accelerating pace since the early twentieth century, scientists have been
researching the manifold problems of ageing. More than 24,000 ageing-related research
articles were published in 2017 (U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information,
PubMed, National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health) and more than 42
journals are devoted to age-related studies (Lawrence & Singleton, 2017). Rising
interest in ageing reflects the increasing number of people and percentage of the
population living to old age (U.S. National Center for Health Statistics, 2017), through
rising longevity; the ageing of the large post-war baby-boom cohort; and declining birth
rates (Zellner-Keller, Singh, & Winton, 2014). Widely quoted data indicate that 20
percent of the U.S. population is expected to be 65 or above in 2030 (Naidoo & Onen,
2018). UN population estimates predict that life expectancy for women in the UK and
Western Europe will be age 84 in 2020, rising to age 87 by 2050, with men predicted to
have a life expectancy of 85 years by 2050 (U.N. DESA-Population-Division, 2017).
Interest in older adults (OAs) is also driven by disproportionate health costs of
old age for individuals and for society. Ageing of the U.S. population has been cited as
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one of the factors leading to substantial rise in health costs in the last two decades, with
health care constituting 17.8% of the economy (Dieleman et al., 2017). In 2015, 94.5%
of Americans aged 65 and over visited a health care provider, and 15.2% were
hospitalised, the largest proportion of any age group (U.S. National Center for Health
Statistics, 2017).
Health costs reflect the reality that advanced age brings declining physical and
mental abilities and potential suffering. Nine of the 10 leading causes of death
disproportionately afflict OAs in the United States (U.S. National Center for Health
Statistics, 2017). Among the most worrisome areas of decline are cognitive impairment
and dementia, which currently affects 50 million people across the globe—expected to
reach 131.5 million by 2050 (King et al., 2017). Thus, it is not surprising that, among 30
leading causes of death, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) received the seventh-highest amount
of U.S. research funding—a bit above the median for funding relative to mortality rate
(Stark & Shah, 2017). The cause of death that received the least funding was falls—
14th most prevalent of leading causes of death, and another problem that takes a
disproportionate toll on OAs. A third of people over age 65 living in Danish
communities (and half of those in care homes) fall each year, and the incidence of falls
requiring hospital visits rises exponentially for those over 70 (Høidrup, Sørensen,
Grønbæk, & Schroll, 2003).
In addition to being a costly source of morbidity and mortality, falls, fear of
falling and related issues of balance, gait, fine motor control, and sensorimotor decline
have serious follow-on effects, reducing mobility and abilities to perform activities of
daily living, potentially leading to loss of independence, nursing care, and premature
death (Chang et al., 2004; Seidler et al., 2010; Tinetti & Williams, 1997.) Despite low
U.S. research funding, a substantial body of research now focuses on risk factors and
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interventions to reduce falls, and Stubbs, Brefka, and Denkinger (2015) have reviewed
reviews on these subjects.
Although an umbrella review reflects a substantial body of research on ageing
and falls, there seems to be little overlap between this gerontological research and
research on mindfulness and OAs. PubMed yields no scoping reviews on mindfulness
and falls, suggesting the intersection is ripe for this treatment, which characterises
research in an area of interest. Chapter 2 fills this gap, presenting the results of a
scoping review on Mindfulness for Older Adults, which probes research in the area to
identify coverage, strengths, and weaknesses, particularly with respect to information
on mindfulness and motor skills. Chapter 3, Mechanisms of Motor Decline, presents a
narrative review of research on normal age-related changes, focusing on motor skills
and related cognitive changes, looking particularly for details that could be pertinent to
mindfulness mechanisms. Chapter 4, Complementary Movement Practices, briefly
reviews the research that comes closest to the intersection of mindfulness and agerelated motor decline: studies of non-MBI mind-body practices, such as tai chi and
yoga. Research on use of these interventions for motor decline is probed for data,
models, and theories that could inform whether and how mindfulness might be likewise
used. Chapter 5, The Case for MBIs in Motor Decline, inspects three key overlapping
realms of age-related decline that put OAs at maximum risk of falls and analyses how
mindfulness training might counter changes in these realms and thereby reduce motor
decline in conjunction with mechanisms of mindfulness and evidence from previous
chapters.
Definitions: Ageing, Mindfulness, and Meditative Practices
Before diving into research on older adults and mindfulness, it is important to
consider the nebulous definitions of these terms. The concept of “older adults” is
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amorphous, with working definitions of “old” beginning at age 50—upwards to 85, and
mean age in studies of “older adults” falling between 64 and 75 (Kydd & Fleming,
2015). These varying definitions can compromise retrieval, comparison, and
interpretation of studies of OAs (Lawrence & Singleton, 2017). Spirduso (1995)
suggested distinguishing Young-old (age 65 to 74), Old (75 to 84), Old-old (85 to 99),
and Oldest-old (100 and above), as people in these cohorts may be influenced by
different environmental, social, and historical forces, and may differ in activity levels,
attitudes, health, and abilities. Unfortunately, most studies lump cohorts together as
older adults, so it is important to consider that from one study to the next, participants
may be responding in different ways due to age effects obscured by categorisation.
Caveats must also accompany the concept of mindfulness—likewise nebulous in
definition, mechanisms, components, and in its relationships to other meditative
practices (Dorjee, 2010). Many studies covered in my review define mindfulness with
reference to Kabat-Zinn (2013): “…paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in
the present moment, and non-judgmentally” (Introduction to the 2nd Edition, p. Xxvii).
Consistent with this, Black and Slavich (2016) highlighted mindfulness as a human
capacity that can be altered, and as embracing both the state and processes attending
curious, accepting attention to internal and external phenomena experienced in the
present. Isbel and Summers (2017) specified mindfulness as a “cognitive faculty” – an
intentional mental effort applying executive attentional processes to present-moment
experience with equanimity, a balanced, non-judgmental, non-reactive quality of
attention that avoids elaboration of immediate sensory experience, thoughts, and
emotions. These authors distinguished mindfulness state and the processes that confer
it, such as metacognitive monitoring and controlling of attention, inhibiting distractions,
and checking attention against goals held in working memory (Isbel & Summers, 2017).
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Another recent study lumped mindfulness trait, state, and cognitive processes as not
necessarily distinct concepts, with trait mindfulness described as a trained or natural
tendency to adopt mindful states amidst everyday activities (Goh, Marais, & Ireland,
2015). Research and discussion continues on the uses and relationships of dispositional
(trait) mindfulness, as measured in various self-report instruments, and as developed
through MBIs (Goh et al., 2015; Rau & Williams, 2016), such as mindfulness-based
stress reduction (MBSR) and mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT).
In structure and content, these MBIs, which are the main focus of this thesis,
derive from Kabat-Zinn’s original MBSR course design (Santorelli, Meleo-Meyer,
Koerbel, & Kabat-Zinn, 2017); Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2013) and are based on
Buddhist concepts adapted to help Western participants reduce suffering and experience
psychological and health benefits from non-judgmental awareness of emotional,
cognitive, sensory, interoceptive, and proprioceptive input in the moment (Moynihan et
al., 2013). MBIs are multi-faceted and include classroom interactions, the teaching and
practice of several forms of meditation, along with key principles and development of
skills in applying them, and home practice (Santorelli et al., 2017).
Complete discussion of how and why MBIs work to reduce suffering is beyond
the scope of this review, but training the mind to recognise and intentionally direct,
monitor, and sustain the focus of attention is considered central (Dorjee, 2010; Isbel &
Summers, 2017). Attention regulation, enmeshed with working memory (Malinowski &
Shalamanova, 2017), forms the basis for reduced mind-wandering (Lutz, Jha, Dunne,
and Saron., 2015) and is related to emotional- and self-regulation through metacognitive
awareness of sensations in the body, mental phenomena, and one’s behaviour (Dorjee,
2016). Rahl, Lindsay, Pacilio, Brown, and Cresswell (2017), however, found in a
dismantling study that, absent an acceptance component, 3-day mindfulness attention
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training was ineffective at reducing mind wandering compared to active control
treatments. Comparable mindfulness training that included acceptance was significantly
better at reducing mind-wandering.
In addition to these mechanisms, de-centring— registering thoughts and feelings
as mental events without further elaboration— is deemed a basic dimension of
mindfulness by Lutz et al. (2015), who proposed de-centring may increase pain
tolerance, and reduce experiential avoidance, pain-exacerbating anticipation, and other
counterproductive coping strategies that increase suffering.
Alsubaie et al. (2017) confirmed some of these mechanisms in their systematic
review of mechanisms underlying MBIs in 18 controlled trials of MBSR and MBCT in
participants affected by psychological and physical conditions. The researchers found
mixed results and methodological problems; nevertheless, there were associations
between benefits of MBIs (such as reduced depression and anxiety) and purported
mechanisms, including: development of mindfulness skills; reduced rumination; decentring; and changes in brain network connectivity, which may, along with structural
brain changes, provide the neurological substrate and plasticity underlying the effects of
meditation (Fox et al., 2014). Unfortunately, like most studies on the mechanisms of
mindfulness, these studies were conducted in age-mixed or younger adult populations,
and few studies explore mindfulness mechanisms specifically in older adults (FountainZaragoza, Londerée, Whitmoyer & Prakash, 2016). Chapter 5 returns to the subject of
mechanisms of mindfulness in OAs, juxtaposing these with aspects of motor decline.
A final definitional consideration is distinguishing MBIs from other mind-body
and meditative practices. Wahbeh, Elsas, and Oken (2008) included meditation, yoga,
tai chi, and qigong as mind-body practices, along with hypnosis, biofeedback, visual
imagery, breathing techniques, and relaxation, because all depend on interactions of
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body, brain, mind, and behaviour for their impact on health. In contrast, meditation
training specifically cultivates the mind’s capacity to regulate itself to develop
awareness (Dorjee, 2016). Meditative practices thus would exclude hypnosis,
biofeedback, and relaxation, but would include mind-body practices that focus attention
on input from the senses, visualisation, mantras, the breath, the body, or movement—
potentially with differences in effects from different types of meditation (Dorjee, 2016;
Lutz, et al., 2015). Narrowing further, MBIs are a subset of mind-body and meditative
practices. Crane et al. (2016) characterised mindfulness-based programs as being
informed by contemplative traditions, with shared aims of reducing suffering through
recognition of unhelpful behaviour habits and cultivation of skilful new ways of relating
to the challenges of life. These new ways entail present-moment focus; acceptance
(approach orientation); and de-centring. MBIs include training in mindfulness
meditation as their primary ingredient; and are distinguished from spiritually oriented
meditation programs by grounding in scientific evidence, making them complementary
to mainstream public health approaches in medicine, education, and psychology (Crane
et al., 2016).
Methods
This study employs mixed review methodologies. Chapter 2 uses the framework
of a scoping review, a non-systematic strategy that offers a rapid, non-detailed
exploration of a complex or previously unreviewed area (Dijkers, 2015), probing the
body of literature more broadly and flexibly than would be the case for a systematic
review (Arksey & O’Malley, 2005). This chapter falls within Arksey and O’Malley’s
(2005) areas where a scoping review is appropriate: sketching the extent, types, and
overall coverage of relevant research, in this case, on mindfulness for OAs with respect
to motor skills. The scoping review process included PubMed searches through January
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2018 and incorporated review articles on meditative practices and ageing and recent
empirical studies of MBIs for OAs that were not covered by reviews. Evidence gaps
that are uncovered in Chapter 2 form the basis for narrative reviews in subsequent
chapters.
Where possible, search strategies for all chapters approximated those for
scoping reviews, as described by Arksey and O’Malley (2005): a non-linear, iterative
process of seed searches to identify relevant concepts, followed by revision of search
terms and further database searches informed by gleaned insights. This typically
alternated broadening and narrowing recursive searches to avoid missing important
information while keeping the haul manageable. Searches were confined to a single
database: PubMed (U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information, National
Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health), which aligned with the goal of a
comprehensive, but not overwhelming base of information on a health-related subject.
Only studies in English were considered.
When initial searches netted an unwieldy amount of information, searches were
narrowed in several ways, for example, by including only a single type of study, such as
reviews, or a restricted date range, with preference given to recent, open-access
publications. Searches for Chapter 3 were most strongly constrained due to the huge
volume of information on ageing.
My general search strategy was to specify broad search terms at first to retrieve
key concepts, authors, journals, and studies. Pertinent and prominent older papers
seeded forward searching through the Cited by feature of PubMed. Germane newer
papers seeded backward “ancestor” searching of references in the papers, and multidirectional searches through PubMed’s Similar articles feature. Where promising, I also
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browsed subject-relevant journals, special issues, and bibliographies of key
investigators.
The resulting overall mixed review methodology and repeated manageability
constraints mean this review cannot be considered comprehensive and may include bias
in the selection of subjects. Another methodological caveat relates to evidence gaps.
Proving that something is missing is dicey and may depend less on thorough
methodology than on imagination, outside hints, metaphoric reasoning, broad
knowledge, and dumb luck. This point was reinforced during a search for information
on MBIs for Parkinson’s disease (PD). Using the search string “Mindfulness AND
Parkinson” I stumbled on research showing that meditation can alter a person’s sense of
timing, precision, and agency in movements through intentional binding—a new
concept to me (Lush, Parkinson & Dienes, 2016). The reason I found this paper was
because one of the authors was Jim Parkinson.
A Personal Perspective
Personal experience following an MBSR course led me to my research
question— What evidence is there that MBIs may help preserve motor skills in older
adults? I took the MBSR course when I was 59 years old, with no prior meditation
experience. After reading about MBSR, I signed up out of sceptical curiosity—an
unusual motivation (Pepping, Walters, Davis, & O’Donovan, 2016). Informal practice
in subsequent months and years included “throwing my brain into mindfulness gear” at
various moments—for example using unexpected waiting times for breathing
meditation, or observing the sensations of rising emotions through body sensations.
I am uncertain when I made my first discovery about movement, but three years
into my mindfulness practice, I journaled the observation that if I shifted into mindful-
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movement mode, that is, if I directed my attention to interoceptive/proprioceptive
sensations
. . .when there's a particular immediate reason for it—such as taking
a high step or walking on a ledge or very uneven ground or when I notice
pain in a joint, or dizziness—I’m able to hold my attention where it needs
to be in those moments, and I'm pretty sure it's helped prevent falls or
aggravation of [joint] problems, as well as increased my confidence.
(Personal journal entry, 2015)
Subsequently, I realised the same attentional shift could be applied to tasks
involving fine motor skills, as I discovered one day when I was transferring batter into a
muffin pan. Before, this would have been a messy job—muffin batter everywhere. But
this was not the outcome when I patiently focused attention on spoon and batter.
These observations emerged from experience, but reflecting on this, I see
several aspects of mindfulness that could be involved: (a) understanding a task could be
done mindfully rather than on “autopilot;” (b) intentional direction and maintenance of
attention on the task; (c) noticing distractions and redirecting attention back to task; (d)
paying more attention to interoceptive and proprioceptive input; (e) patience with
challenges and recognition that hurried, non-mindful movement could compound
problems. Climbing and walking over challenging terrain might have involved altered
risk appraisal and noticing risks earlier. Perceived dangers might also have triggered
emotional regulation—noticing internal reactions and choosing a response, like
adjusting balance and avoiding emotional snowballing. If there was panic, it was
quelled too quickly to notice. Instead went from noticing (e.g., “uneven ground”), to
shifting attention to movement, balance, sensations in feet, and specific challenges of
the task, accompanied by a sense of alertness and, “I can do this.”
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In subsequent years, I continued to notice enhanced movement skills, but grew
curious whether this really was attributable to mindfulness. Maybe something else was
at work, such as physical training, selective recall, or some unusual combination of
subjective factors and personal experiences. But there were additional hints I might be
on to something. A fellow mindfulness student reminded me that tai chi, another
meditative practice, is taught to maintain mobility in OAs. A friend and teacher of
mindful movement courses for older women said “her ladies” found they were better at
navigating icy walkways after taking mindful movement (K. Raven, personal
communication, March 19, 2017). My former supervisor, an experienced 80-year-old
mindfulness teacher also attributed sure-footedness to mindfulness (P. Erdman, personal
communication, November 27, 2017).
If mindfulness could improve walking in OAs, the implications were farreaching. Experience with ageing parents had shown me that difficulties with walking,
balance, and fine motor tasks could have serious consequences, including falls and loss
of independence. Population-wide, these problems are vast. Could mindfulness head
this off, in addition to providing its better-known psychological benefits? I began
exploring the scientific literature and planned this review to find out whether it’s just me
or if scientific evidence supports the possibility MBIs may boost motor skills in OAs.
Even without my subjective anecdotal evidence, there are good reasons to ask if
MBIs could affect OAs’ motor skills. MBIs are mind-body practices, after all, and
designed to reduce suffering. Falls and motor impairment are major areas of suffering.
Given that researchers are increasingly looking at how MBIs can counter ageing effects,
shouldn’t motor skills be a prime area of focus? And if there is evidence MBIs could
foster skilful movement in OAs, what mechanisms are involved? Could particular
features be emphasised to preserve movement? Would other interventions do this
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better? Could mindfulness research be improved by addressing movement skills in
OAs? These were questions I hoped this review would answer.
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Chapter 2. Research on Mindfulness and Older Adults
Reviews
Despite being of comparatively recent research interest, mindfulness and ageing
has been subject to 29 reviews, 24 published in the last 5 years (Table 1). Although
most of these reviews purportedly cover MBIs or meditative practices in OAs, many
also include studies with younger participants, consistent with Williams, Meeten, and
Whiting’s (2016) observation that MBCT effects were primarily established in
populations under age 65. Some of the studies included younger subjects in comparison
groups; or in cross-sectional studies of long-term meditators ranging in age (e.g. Luders,
2014; Luders & Cherbuin, 2016); or to elucidate mindfulness in particular disorders,
such as cardiovascular disease, studied in mixed-age populations (Abbott et al., 2014;
Younge, Gotink, Baena, Roos-Hesselink, & Hunink, 2014). The reviews also varied in
the practices in underlying studies they included. Some included yoga, for example
(Acevedo, Pospos, & Lavretsky, 2016), while others excluded more physical practices
because they could confound the effects of exercise and meditation (Gard et al., 2014;
Russell-Williams et al., 2018). Some of the reviews seem geared at bringing elder
mindfulness to the attention of new audiences, such as gerontologists and nurses
(Rejeski, 2008; Sorrell, 2015). Some reframed mindfulness as a new way of conceiving
of—or improving—ageing. Nilsson, Bülowac, and Kazemi (2015) proposed a new
social-gerontological theory, mindful sustainable aging, — a formulation that integrates
previous theories of ageing with mindfulness concepts to improve perception and
optimise response to physical and mental changes accompanying ageing.
Covered reviews are grouped by subject in Appendix A. As can be deduced
from this and Table 1, studies varied in the health problems they addressed, with a
minority of underlying interventional studies aimed at healthy OAs. One review group
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(Smoski, McClintock & Keeling, 2016) discussed studies of trait mindfulness and MBIs
for OAs. They described equivocal results from the handful of small studies that
measured changes in mindfulness post-MBI. Beyond this, studies of healthy older
adults were primarily comparative cross-sectional studies employing brain imaging,
neurophysiological techniques, or tests of cognitive skills. Many reviews had an explicit
or implicit focus on factors contributing to cognitive decline and neurodegeneration.
Despite what seems like an abundance of reviews, there is substantial overlap in
the underlying studies and conclusions of these reviews, and apparent differences are
sometimes just alternative emphases or choices from a swarm of interconnected factors,
particularly those implicated in age-related cognitive decline, mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), and dementia (e.g. Innes & Selfe, 2014; Newberg, et al., 2014;
Prakash, DeLeon, Patterson, Schirda, & Janssen, 2014). The most recent reviews
(Fountain-Zaragoza & Prakash, 2017; Kurth, Cherbuin, & Luders, 2017; Last, Tufts, &
Auger, 2017), discussed below, addressed this swarm and potential for countering it
with mindfulness.
Fountain-Zagora and Prakash (2017) included an extensive discussion of
mechanisms underlying neurocognitive effects of MBIs, then identified several ways
mindfulness may preserve attention and emotional regulation; potentially reduce brain
structural and functional losses associated with cognitive function; support well-being,
medical decision-making and medication adherence; reduce social isolation (linked to
immune and inflammatory responses and quality of life, QoL); improve pain response;
reduce sleep problems (associated with pain and affect); improve psychological wellbeing; and reduce anxiety, depression, and distress (associated with hypothalamuspituitary-adrenal axis, HPA, responses, and cortisol-, epinephrine-, and norepinephrinelevels which can switch on pro-inflammatory genes).
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Kurth et al. (2017), began and ended their review by referring to age-related
brain volume and connectivity declines seen in brain imaging comparisons of long-term
meditators and age-matched non-meditators. The body of the review described
mechanisms of cellular ageing, including telomere-shortening, which hastens cell death
and is associated with oxygen radicals, stress, and pro-inflammatory signalling and
processes (at least in peripheral blood). Ability to regulate stress responses, including
via the HPA axis, can lower inflammatory responses to sustained stress, and may lower
glucocorticoid levels, quelling production of oxygen radicals. Linked to sustained stress
are negative affect, depression, and anxiety, which may all contribute to telomere
shortening and pro-inflammatory cytokines. Taken together, these forces could lead to
reduced neuroplasticity and neurogenesis, with no abatement in accelerating decline in
numbers of neurons and glia —losses that begin in normal adults before age 30. After
painting this swarm of factors potentially contributing to brain ageing, Kurth et al.
(2017) described studies showing meditation may reduce stress reactions, increase
telomerase activity and telomere length; reduce pro-inflammatory activity of NF-κB, a
transcription factor; and reduce cortisol—all potentially contributing to the “younger”
brains of meditators relative to age-matched non-meditators in cross-sectional magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) studies. The researchers acknowledged that many of these
puzzle pieces have yet to be conclusively or directly linked.
Coming to bolder conclusions, Last et al. (2017) reviewed many of the same
MRI studies as Kurth et al. (2017) adding three longitudinal studies of change in brain
grey matter in MBI participants versus controls (one trial was in people with PD and
one in people with MCI). Last et al. (2017) echoed Kurth et al.’s (2017) conclusion that
more research is necessary to show how meditation has its effects on the brain, but they
observed that all of the reviewed studies showed increases or maintenance of grey
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matter (in various brain regions) associated with meditation practices, and no negative
effects. Although causality cannot be assigned in cross-sectional studies (10 of 13 they
reviewed) and the longitudinal studies involved three different types of participants, the
researchers concluded preliminary data hinted that meditation can counteract agerelated loss of grey matter in the brain, with no downsides.
None of the reviews covering aspects of mindfulness in OAs mentioned
movement or preservation of motor skills in otherwise healthy adults; however,
mindfulness has been reviewed as a complementary therapy for PD (McLean,
Lawrence, Simpson, & Mercer, 2017), a neurodegenerative condition primarily
affecting people over age 50 and causing motor symptoms (e.g. stiffness, slow
movement, tremor). PD affects the brain, leaving protein deposits, depleting dopamine
production, and destroying neurons in the substantia nigra (NHS, 2016). This suggests
PD’s movement disorder may have a different neurological basis than is found in
normal age-related motor decline. McLean et al.’s (2017) review reported inconclusive
evidence MBSR was effective in PD, and benefits cited in three reviewed studies did
not include motor improvements.
Empirical Studies of MBIs for Older Adults
This section considers empirical MBI studies that were too recent, or for other
reasons not covered by the reviews, but which extend the range and depth of
information on mindfulness and OAs. Consider, for example, studies of MBIs in OAs
from minority populations. My searches retrieved three such studies— in lesbian and
bisexual women (Ingraham et al. 2016) and low-income African Americans (Palta et al.,
2012; Szanton, Wenzel, Connolly, & Piferi, 2011). Results of these studies were
skipped or subsumed in reviews without consideration of minority groups, which would
be important if mindfulness is to be widely applicable to OAs. These particular studies
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offered details that did not emerge elsewhere. For example, Ingraham et al. (2016)
studied an MBI for women who were over 40 and overweight or obese. They found
that, compared to health education (control) participants, MBI participants experienced
a suite of improvements in quality of life and lifestyle choices, and participants with the
greatest increase in mindful eating scores also had the greatest gains in overall quality
of life, physical activity, and healthy eating habits. Participants lost a small but
significant amount of weight and demonstrated that this minority group could profit
from MBIs and benefits may extend beyond stated goals to encourage broader OA
health improvements.
Two studies of African-Americans living in low-income housing in Baltimore
provided evidence that MBSR may offer particular advantages to OAs in high-stress
environments. Palta et al.’s (2012) feasibility study in a low-income residence studied
changes in blood pressure in OAs—many with sub-clinical hypertension. Comparing
participants randomised to MBSR or to a social support group, the researchers found
both the control- and MBSR groups had lower systolic blood pressure at the end of the
study; the MBSR group also had a significant lowering of diastolic blood pressure,
whereas the control group had a diastolic increase. Palta et al. (2012) concluded MBSR
was feasible, and hypertension results warranted a larger trial.
The same research group also conducted a focus group study with other older
MBSR participants in the community to find out how they used MBSR in their lives.
Participants reported it helped them cope with stressors common in OAs—such as
medical procedures and physical aches and pains—but also stressors prevalent in lowincome groups: financial difficulties and responsibilities for grandchildren with legal,
psychological, physical, and financial problems. Anger- and depression-management
were leading uses of mindfulness (Szanton, Wenzel, Connolly & Piferi, 2011).
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The study by Szanton et al. (2011) may also have escaped review because it is
qualitative, and thus less amenable to meta-analysis or other quantitative comparisons.
Neglecting qualitative studies, however, may miss valuable nuggets: In addition to
demonstrating feasibility and value of MBIs in older minority populations, the study
found cultural acceptance, despite mindfulness being completely novel to participants.
Researchers disclosed tips that made the program accessible, including holding classes
in participants' apartment building; using seated rather than walking meditation and
large-print handouts. Tea parties encouraged healthy eating and extended group
socialising, and a positive thematic response to the program was social support,
friendship, understanding, and respect in an otherwise-isolating environment.
Other investigators also used qualitative research to study whether MBIs are
feasible and acceptable for OAs; how they used mindfulness in their lives; and how to
adapt mindfulness for them (Smith, Graham, & Senthinathan, 2007; Williams et al.,
2016). The latter group reported MBCT was more than just acceptable: Many
participants continued to practice and meet 6 months post-course. Participants described
using MBCT for relaxing before bed and stopping spirals of depression. Some reported
it released their past, so they could try new activities and lifestyle changes. Interviews
with course facilitators yielded a complex verdict on adapting MBIs for older people.
On one hand, the teachers felt no major adaptations of MBCT were needed (Williams et
al, 2016) or just small tweaks, such as teaching open-awareness whilst walking, rather
than meditation focused directly on walking (Smith et al., 2007). Nevertheless, teachers
sensed that factors distinct to OAs (e.g. physical problems, loneliness, and inactivity)
altered how they experienced at-home practices. They said if they were to teach OAs
again, they wanted more background for understanding OAs' issues (Williams et al.,
2016).
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All reviews are snapshots in time and miss studies that are too recent or
conceptually new. This may explain why two interesting studies were not included in
the latest reviews. Ashton et al. (2017) studied cognitive changes associated with levels
of repressor element 1-silencing transcription factor (REST), which suppresses genes
involved in neuropathological changes in AD. Thanks to a new, easier, more accurate
peripheral blood assay for REST, the researchers were able to compare REST levels in
blood from healthy OAs; from OAs with MCI, some of whom went on to develop AD;
and from OAs with AD from the outset. The group also tested REST levels in people at
risk for AD before and after an MBI compared to control participants (a health
education group). The investigators found REST levels highest in healthy adults; lower
in people with MCI who did not progress to AD; lower still in those with MCI that did
progress; and lowest in people with AD. REST levels increased in people completing
the MBI (compared to controls) and this change correlated with improvement in
depression and anxiety symptoms. The researchers found REST levels also correlated
with other circulating neuroprotective factors, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) and with MRI-detected retention of brain volume in AD-sensitive regions of
the brain (hippocampus and entorhinal cortex). The researchers suggested their findings
offer promise for early prediction and monitoring of AD risk and identification of
people likely to benefit from MBIs and or interventions countering cognitive decline.
The study by Moore, Depp, Wetherell and Lenze (2016) also offered a technical
boost to mindfulness research. This group compared smartphone-based Ecological
Momentary Assessment (EMA) of depression, anxiety, and trait mindfulness to penciland-paper self-reports by participants in a trial of MBSR versus health education
(control). EMA is a quick way of collecting real-time, on-the-spot measures of transient
phenomena (e.g. feelings) as close as possible to their occurrence, thereby reducing
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biased recall. OAs and people with MCI may forget moods or aspects of mindfulness
experienced days earlier. Poor recall can compromise reliability and sensitivity of posthoc questionnaires assessing changing mental states. Moore et al. (2016) double-tested
67 OAs with subjective cognitive impairment (SCI), worry, depression, or anxiety,
using both EMA and traditional self-assessments. Participants were surveyed via EMA
(for mindfulness, depression, and anxiety) three times a day for 10 days, then
randomised to MBSR or health education and re-tested with traditional questionnaires.
At the end of the courses, participants again underwent both types of testing.
Comparing data collected these two ways, Moore et al. (2016) found that tests showed
the same trends: improvement in depression, anxiety, and mindfulness with MBSR
compared to control treatment, but the differences were greater and statistically
significant for EMA data. The investigators calculated the number needed to treat to
detect one person with clinically significant improvement in depression after MBSR
was 8.2 using EMA but 31.1 using traditional assessment. They concluded EMA offers
greater precision and power in detecting changes in mindfulness and depression from
MBIs, and use of traditional assessments may explain small effect sizes in some MBI
trials.
Chapter Analysis and Summary
Summing up the scoping of research on mindfulness for OAs, evidence could be
characterised as recent; varying in depth; sometimes including a variety of different
meditative practices; and including many studies with methodological shortcomings
(e.g. small size, lack of active control groups, inadequate randomisation, unblinded
assessments) which can bias results. In addition, reviewed studies used a variety of
different tests to measure results, making comparisons difficult. Reviews of the
research consistently called for more, larger, better-controlled trials, yet some larger,
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controlled trials of mindfulness in healthy OAs have shown no benefits compared to
health education (Mallya & Fiocco, 2015) or karate (Jansen, Dahmen-Zimmer,
Kudielka, & Schulz, 2016) groups. Taken together, the majority of studies extend MBI
effects and correlations obtained in younger people to OAs, but this rests on tentative
evidentiary footings.
Reliance on mixed-age data can be seen in one of the main foci of OA
mindfulness studies: aspects of mindfulness that might reduce age-related cognitive
decline and brain deficits seen in cross-sectional studies of non-meditators compared to
long-term meditators (Last, et al., 2017; Luders & Cherbuin, 2016). Cross-sectional
studies like those and Laneri et al.’s (2016) found non-meditators showed reductions in
total and regional brain grey- and white matter, or changes in brain network
connectivity that correlated with age. In long-term meditators, losses were reduced or
showed weaker correlations with age. Because these studies are cross-sectional, causal
attributions cannot be made, and it is possible that meditation’s apparent
neuroprotective effects could be due to other lifestyle factors associated with meditators
—such as dietary differences. Eliminating red meat, for example, was a confounder in
one of the earliest studies of transcendental meditation and ageing (Wallace, Dillbeck,
Eliha, & Harrington, 1982). Recent research finds that cocoa flavonoids (Brickman et
al., 2014), ashwagandha (Withania somnifera) (Choudhary, Bhattacharyya, & Bose,
2017), green tea (Dietz & Dekker, 2017), spearmint extract (Herrlinger et al., 2018) and
diet - exercise combinations (Lehert, Villaseca, Hogervorst, Maki, & Henderson, 2015)
all can improve cognition toward “younger” functioning.
Because longitudinal studies of brain changes and mindfulness are just getting
underway (Cotier, Zhang, & Lee, 2017; Malinowski, Moore, Mead, & Gruber, 2017;
Shao, Keuper, Geng, & Lee, 2016), current evidence is inconclusive on whether MBIs
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directly, durably, and meaningfully improve cognitive skills in healthy OAs or those
with SCI or MCI (Berk, vanBoxtel & vanOs, 2016; Malinowski et al., 2017;
Malinowski & Shalamanova, 2017; Mallya & Fiocco, 2015). Direct and definitive data
on mechanisms whereby mindfulness affects age-related brain changes are also lacking.
Nevertheless, several authors have attempted to fill this gap, citing effects of meditation
on depression, cytokines, glucocorticoids, inflammation, sleep, telomerase (FountainZaragoza & Prakash, 2017; Kurth et al., 2017; Larouche, Hudon, & Goulet, 2015),
cognitive reserve (Malinowski & Shalamanova, 2017), and especially stress (Prakash et
al., 2014; Russell-Williams et al., 2018). These factors may affect cognitive health and
may be altered by meditation in hope of forestalling cognitive decline, but direct
confirmation of effects and mechanisms awaits the outcomes of trials in this major area
of mindfulness research in OAs.
Beyond this developing area, research on mindfulness and physical aspects of
health is insubstantial (Crowe et al., 2016). Areas that have been investigated include,
for example, peripheral immune factors, stress hormone levels, blood pressure, heart
rate, respiratory function, and physical aspects of pain and sleep (Cramer, Haller,
Lauche, & Dobos, 2012; Keefe, Porter, Somers, Shelby, & Wren, 2013; Morone &
Greco, 2007; Tang, Posner, & Rothbart, 2014). As reviews by Geiger et al. (2016) and
Younge et al. (2014) concluded, evidence for meditation improving physical factors
was poor quality and equivocal, although where psychological aspects were included
(e.g. studies of pain acceptance), it was stronger (Crowe et al., 2016). A recent activecontrolled clinical trial of MBCT for tinnitus (McKenna, Marks, Hallsworth, &
Schaette, 2017) and proposed expanded trials of mindfulness for urinary incontinence
(Long, Khairat, Chmelo, & Palmer, 2017) suggest ongoing interest in MBIs for physical
health problems disproportionately affecting OAs. If that work is in its inception,
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studies of mindfulness for age-related motor decline have yet to be conceived—I found
no research on this subject.
Another general area of weakness is ties to gerontological research, which
should provide the “weft” for MBIs in OAs (Crane et al., 2016). Two review groups
(Nilsson et al., 2015; Rejeski, 2008) attempted to connect theoretical aspects of
gerontology and mindfulness; another group developed a mindfulness program
specifically for the elderly (Zellner-Keller et al. 2014)—with no evidence of uptake to
date. Studies on mindfulness interventions for OAs typically lacked citations of nonmindfulness gerontological research. Areas of strength in mindfulness studies include
resounding disproof of preconceptions that OAs cannot learn and benefit from
mindfulness practices — even OAs living with AD (Quintana-Hernández et al., 2015)
or MCI (Berk, Hotterbeekx, van Os, & van Boxtel, 2017). MBIs have repeatedly been
shown to be feasible and acceptable in a variety of older populations (Kishita et al.,
2016; Williams et al., 2016) including OAs with no previous exposure to meditation or
Buddhism.
An exciting aspect of research on mindfulness in OAs is ongoing innovation like
discoveries with plasma REST— a mindfulness-responsive biomarker of cognitive
decline (Ashton et al., 2017) or EMA’s enhanced power in assessing affect and
mindfulness (Moore et al., 2016). It is too early to say if these studies will pan out,
energising wider research or substantiating earlier equivocal results.
Already mindfulness studies are showing breadth by including OAs from
various residential settings, including community-dwellers (Elliot, Gallegos, Moynihan
& Chapman, 2018; Palta et al., 2012), continuing care retirement home residents (Moss
et al., 2015), and people in nursing facilities (Ernst et al., 2008; Helmes & Ward, 2017).
Mindfulness studies have also included OAs from minority populations (Ingraham et al.
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2016; Palta et al, 2012) and uncovered a variety of ways OAs put mindfulness to work:
coping with medical procedures, aches and pains, social isolation, financial distress,
anger, depression, grandparenting challenges, relaxing before sleep, and releasing the
past to embrace healthy life changes. These findings complement evidence that
community-dwelling OAs with high trait mindfulness enjoy a buffering of the impact
that stressful life events can have on the mental health of less mindful OAs (deFrias &
Whyne, 2015). Coming from a modest number of studies on the benefits of mindfulness
in healthy OAs, this evidence of benefits from mindfulness, either trait or taught, may
be the tip of an iceberg.
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Chapter 3. Ageing as a Complex Mind-Body Process
This chapter leaves behind research on meditation and turns to the much more
extensively studied subject of age-related decline, with an emphasis on mechanisms of
motor decline that might relate to mindfulness. Contemporary gerontology views motor
decline as important, complex, and multi-faceted, with intertwining causes and
consequences (Giladi, Horak, & Hausdorff, 2013; Paraskevoudi, Balcı, & Vatakis,
2018; Rosso et al., 2013) at levels ranging from brain structure and function to affect
and cognition, behaviour, QoL, and longevity.
Quickly apparent is that motor decline and cognitive decline are entwined, and
this is a central fact of gerontological research. Reviews (Amboni, Barone, &
Hausdorff, 2013; Montero-Odasso, Verghese, Beauchet, & Hausdorff, 2012), special
journal issues ( see Giladi et al. 2013 et seq.) and dedicated conferences (Rosso et al.,
2013; Sorond et al., 2015; Varma et al., 2016) have established that empirical,
epidemiological, and clinical trial data support the connection between declines in gait
and balance and declines in neurological functions, such as executive function,
attention, and working memory. Age-related changes in gait, balance, and posture are
linked to elevated risk for disability, falls, and cognitive decline (Montero-Odasso et al.,
2012) but may be detectable a decade or more before signs of cognitive impairment are
noticed (Albers et al., 2015; Halliday et al., 2018; Kikkert, Vuillerme, van Campen,
Hortobágyi, & Lamoth, 2016).
Exemplifying the focus on motor-cognitive entwining are longitudinal studies
on decline in walking speed (a basic measure of motor health), such as one published
recently evaluating relationships between slowed walking, cognitive function, and risk
of dementia. Hackett, Davies-Kershaw, Cadar, Orrell, and Steptoe (2018) tapped two
“waves” of walking speed data from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (2002-3
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and 2004-5) and data on new dementia cases appearing through 2015. Comparing 289
people who developed dementia with 3,643 who did not, they found that people with
slower walking in early waves were more likely to be among the group that developed
dementia, supporting the link between physical and mental decline. Montero-Odasso et
al. (2015) found the connection between cognition and mobility strengthens with age.
In addition to highlighting connections between physical and mental decline,
Hackett et al.’s study (2018) demonstrates the data-richness of work on age-related
decline, thanks in part to numerous, large, longitudinal and epidemiological studies—
some of which have observed physical and cognitive health of hundreds of older adults
for more than a decade, and then conducted post-mortem analyses of brains of
participants as they died (e.g. Bennett et al., 2012; Buchman et al., 2014; LaCroix et al.,
2017). Studies on age-related decline are rich not only in generous sample sizes and
length of follow-up, but also sheer numbers of papers (see Appendix B). Given the
unwieldiness of this literature, the chapter aim became identification of aspects of agerelated decline that may relate to mindfulness and contribute to mobility problems.
A Focus on Falls
A variety of different consequences in OAs drive research on ageing and motor
decline. Among investigated outcomes and correlational links are mortality and
morbidity risks, fall risk, frailty, dementia, various common health problems (e.g. sleep,
pain, osteoporosis, fractures, incontinence), functional status, mobility, vitality, and
QoL, which has psychological and physical components (Davis et al., 2012). Walking,
motor skills, balance, and especially fall risk are correlated with or consequential for a
wide array of factors affecting the life of OAs (Laurence & Michel, 2017; Prudham &
Evans, 1981), for example, contributing powerfully to independence and social
connections, as well as health (Davis et al., 2012). Giladi et al. (2013) identified 11
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studies reporting the importance of safe, efficient walking for independent life, as well
as the power of gait and posture in predicting QoL, health, and survival.
In their review, Laurence and Michel (2017) delineated three critical biological
realms contributing to falls: psychological, sensorimotor, and cognitive ageing. The
intersection of this triad is deemed most fraught with fall risk. The latter two realms,
which have received the least attention from mindfulness researchers, will be
considered here, and all three realms will be revisited in Chapter 5 with respect to
mindfulness.
Dual-task Testing and Cognitive and Sensorimotor Decline
It is unsurprising that the overlapping zone of cognitive and sensorimotor ageing
is one of the most active areas of ageing research, given compelling twin concerns for
rising societal and personal cost of falls and cognitive impairment. Research zeal for
this intersection may also be driven by a robust, flexible research technique, dual-task
(DT) testing, which allows exploration of numerous aspects of both sensorimotor and
cognitive factors. In DT testing, one task, e.g. a sensorimotor task such as walking or
standing (maintaining stable posture), is measured alone (single task mode) and
compared to performance whilst participants engage simultaneously in a second task
(which is also tested singly). The second task is often cognitive, e.g. responding to a
signal; counting backwards by 7s, remembering number sequences, recalling words
starting with a given letter, or even texting (Krasovsky, Weiss, & Kizony, 2017).
Increase or decrease in performances under dual tasking (percent change from single
tasking) are called DT effects or costs.
Costs are thought to reflect interference between tasks that overlap in demand
for mental resources. Reflecting the limited resource hypothesis on the finite nature of
cognitive resources (such as attention) and the brain’s processing capacity, DT testing
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has repeatedly shown that brain resources are more readily stretched in OAs, (Brustio,
Magistro, Zecca, Rabaglietti, & Liubicich, 2017; Little & Woollacott, 2014; Ruffieux,
Keller, Lauber, & Taube, 2015; Wollesen, Voelcker-Rehage, Regenbrecht & Mattes,
2016). A classic paper summarised DT costs in OAs with the title, “Stops Walking
When Talking” as a Predictor of Falls in Elderly People (Lundin-Olsson, Nyberg, &
Gustafson, 1997).
DT testing has been a boon to research: Through strategic selection of tasks and
ingenious, sophisticated measures of responses, researchers have turned DT testing into
a window on the underpinnings of age-related sensorimotor and cognitive changes. The
flexibility and adaptability of DT testing permits choice of tasks and measurements
ranging in difficulty, complexity, and functions engaged, permitting study of diverse
populations (frail to athletic) and interference between a variety of sensorimotor and
cognitive functions.
Interference (DT cost) is negligible when one task approaches automaticity, but
when a participant’s capacity is reduced, or tasks are complex, costs may appear
(Ruffieux et al., (2015). For example, Wollesen et al. (2016) found no significant
difference in DT costs for verbally responding to the Stroop test (executive control)
when sitting or standing, but significantly larger costs during walking, which imposed
greater visual and cortical demands. OAs widened and shortened steps and had fewer
correct Stroop responses. Another research group found OAs could stand with their eyes
closed on a force plate with minimal postural sway, and could perform an auditory
Stroop test whilst standing with eyes open, but were unable to maintain stable balance
doing the test with eyes closed (Zeynalzadeh Ghoochani et al., 2016).
A variety of cognitive tasks have disproportionately higher DT costs in OAs
(Hall, Echt, Wolf, & Rogers, 2011). Beurskens and Bock’s review (2012) found simple
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reaction time (pushing a button in response to a cue) showed little DT cost during
walking, but visual memory tasks exacted a high (15%) cost in OAs, as did continuous
processing of visual information (e.g. avoiding obstacles) under time pressure or
responding to brief interrupting tasks, modelling normal walking distractions. Agmon,
Belza, Nguyen, Logsdon, and Kelly (2014) described cognitive tasks that impose topdown, executive function demands (e.g. tracking and manipulating information) as
imposing higher DT costs on gait and thus especially useful in exposing fall
vulnerability.
Various measures of gait and posture have likewise been revealing.
Paraskevoudi et al. (2018) listed changes in more than a dozen different aspects of gait
found in OAs compared to younger adults. One recent DT study (Oliveira et al., 2018)
showed that even physically active OAs had slower single-task response times for
decision making (an executive function) than younger people. Unexpectedly, active
OAs also had subtly changed DT gait: longer two-footed weight support. Although this
change could increase stability, it indicated unconscious alteration in gait rather than
executive function, reflecting prioritisation of cognitive function.
Prioritisation of cognition, or “posture second,” has been found in some DT
studies, as have some surprising motor strategies. For example, during high-risk
walking on a virtual high ledge, OAs picked a strategy (faster gait) that actually reduced
skilful foot placement and (virtual) safety (Schaefer, Schellenbach, Lindenberger, &
Woollacott, 2015). More typically, DT costs exacted from modified gait buy OAs
increased stability, for example by reducing pace and stride length or increasing step
width and two-footed support. Subtle destabilising aspects of gait (e.g. more variable
step width and timing) may also appear with difficult secondary tasks, confirming OAs
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prioritise executive over sensorimotor function, with varying consequences for speed
and stability (Decker et al., 2016).
These consequences have been explored through retrospective studies.
MacAulay et al. (2015), tested DT gait in 416 OAs, some with a history of falls.
Reduced executive attention and processing speed were linked to shorter, slower steps
for all participants when dual-tasking, consistent with “cognition first”. But OAs with
fall history also adopted this gate during single-task walking, and the researchers
proposed shorter steps, counter-intuitively, increased fall risk. Like other researchers,
they proposed combined dual (physical-cognitive) task training (DTT) as a way to
reduce falls (see Chapter 4).
DT testing added a dimension in 2001 when it was combined with functional
near infra-red spectroscopy (fNIRS), which allows imaging of the outer brain while
subjects are moving (Miyai et al., 2001; Vitorio, Stuart, Rochester, Alcock, & Pantall,
2017). fNIRS is based on detection of haemoglobin oxygenation, a marker for neuronal
activation. Although the totality of reports since 2001 show mixed results, patterns of
brain function during locomotion are emerging. In a technical review of 31 studies
using fNIRS to observe brain function during walking, 26 reported increased activation
of pre-frontal cortex (PFC) in at least one experimental condition or group (Vitorio et
al., 2017). Of 17 studies that included OAs, all but one found increased PFC activation,
typically during challenging DT walking or in comparison with younger adults (Vitorio
et al., 2017, Table 2). The PFC is important for executive functions, including top-down
allocation of attention and coordination of cognition for tasks (Diamond, 2013).
Early fNIRS findings have been subsequently confirmed and elaborated by
empirical studies. Mirelman et al. (2017) used fNIRS to compare PFC activation in
healthy younger and older adults during single-task walking, and multitasking--
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subtracting by threes and navigating obstacles. Compared to younger participants, OAs
had significantly slower gait and shorter, more variable steps, even in single-task
walking. Younger participants showed no increase in PFC activation during single-task
walking, but some increase during DT walking and obstacle navigation. PFC activation
for OAs was higher in all conditions, and highest during dual-tasking. Chen et al.
(2017) studied OAs with fNIRS during normal walking; DT walking; walking and
navigating laser spots (designed to look like potholes); and DT “pothole” navigation.
All tasks increased PFC activation, and Chen et al. (2017) suggested this reflected
reallocation of attentional resources to provide a boost for the cognitive task and
planning obstacle negotiation.
DT- fNIRS research has also investigated fall risk. A prospective study examined
PFC activity during DT walking in OAs with normal cognition and gait, (Verghese,
Wang, Ayers, Izzetoglu, and Holtzer, 2017). As expected, dual-tasking slowed
participants’ gait and increased PFC activation. The researchers then recorded
participants’ falls for up to 4 years and found greater DT PFC activation predicted
greater likelihood of falling, but PFC activation on single tasks did not, nor did walkingor cognitive-task speed. The authors concluded DT PFC activation is an early brain
change that precedes noticeable motor or cognitive decline. This compensating
reallocation of neural resources may permit OAs at risk of falls (due to latent cognitive
decline) to maintain motor performance.
Brain-Level Changes
Research is beginning to characterise specific brain functions, structures, and
networks underlying normal age-related motor decline (Blumen et al., 2018; Demnitz et
al., 2017; Hsu et al., 2014). Of greatest interest are changes that are earlier or more
extensive than normal slowing of cognition, which may reduce response times in OAs
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up to 50% compared to younger people (Ruthruff & Lien, 2017). Generalised decline
may be caused by global slowing of signal transmission at synapses, increased signal
noise, longer calculation times, information loss, or less efficient network architecture
(discussed below) (Ruthruff & Lien, 2017).
Distinguishing “normal” brain ageing is complicated by prevalent, slowdeveloping, interactive pathologies (Lockhart & DeCarli, 2014). Jagust (2013),
discussing “the borderland” between normal ageing and early-phase neurodegenerative
diseases (AD, PD, cerebrovascular disease) stressed the high variability of normal
ageing; nevertheless, he saw patterns of accelerated decline in executive function and
processing speed; working and episodic memory; medial temporal lobe functions,
including memory systems; and structural declines in PFC and the striatum (discussed
below) and global brain atrophy (overall decline in volume of grey and white matter).
Bamidis et al. (2014) highlighted age-related impairment in some types of memory and
“robust decline” of key executive functions: working memory, attentional control, and
processing speed. Working memory is temporary storage of information allowing its
active use, for example, remembering digits for serial subtraction, according to Bherer
(2015), whose review likewise emphasised vulnerability of working memory and
executive functions, including inhibition (ignoring extraneous signals in favour of taskrelated information), switching between tasks, manipulating and updating information.
Fu, Maes, Kessels, and Daselaar (2017) wrote that among processes affected by ageing,
executive functioning is particularly variable between individuals, yet critical as a key
controller of basic cognitive processes needed for every day, goal-related functions,
from buttoning a shirt to avoiding a pothole; from planning a task, through its
execution, to updating and refinement, based on changes and results.
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Bamidis et al. (2014) linked age-related changes in executive function with
localised structural changes, for example in PFC and striatum, a part of the basal
ganglia involved in motor function, coordination of cognition, and reward-driven
behaviours. In addition, these researchers identified regional thinning of the cortex, and
connectivity between posterior and anterior brain as associated with age-related decline
in attention processes. Bherer (2015) also cited imaging evidence of significant volume
changes in prefrontal brain regions and the hippocampus as structural changes that
might underlie decline in executive functions and memory. Levin, Netz, and Ziv (2017)
implicated age-related changes in parts of the basal ganglia and prefrontal regions as
contributors to both cognitive deficits and predictors of decline in motor function,
including coordination, mobility, balance, and selection and initiation of movement.
Research suggests two fundamental types of shifts in brain function associated
with age-compromised grey matter structures and white matter networks: compensation
and de-differentiation (Halliday et al., 2018). Compensation refers to heightened
activation of local brain regions involved in tasks (e.g. OAs’ “over-activation” of PFC
in fNIRS studies), and de-differentiation refers to generalised, widespread recruitment
of alternative networks during tasks (e.g. OAs’ wider network recruitment for finemotor tasks, Quandt et al., 2016). It is unclear that these are always helpful adaptations,
or might be better characterised as consequences of normal age-related brain changes
that may become disadvantageous inefficiencies.
These processes are highlighted in an elegant study which used fNIRS in a
slightly different way to study brain changes associated with falls in 27 OAs, 12 of
whom had a recent history of falls. Halliday et al. (2018) compared executive and
cognitive function, gait, and fNIRS data in “fallers” and participants with no falls
history. Instead of using fNIRS during walking, the researchers used it during a
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challenging cognitive test, the Multi-Source Interference Task (MSIT), known to tax the
cingulo-frontal-parietal attention network (Bush & Shin, 2006). Introducing their study
and summarising research leading up to it, Halliday et al. (2018) observed that stability
(avoiding falls) is strongly associated with retention of executive functions required for
the MSIT, including shifting attention; inhibiting interference; and activating other
needed components of cognition. OAs scoring poorly on these functions may be three
times more likely to fall within two years.
In addition to measuring brain activation (fNIRS) during the MSIT, Halliday et
al. (2018) measured several aspects of cognition and single- and DT-gait. The
researchers found the groups scored almost equally well on single-task gait and
cognitive tests, but fNIRS showed “fallers” achieved MSIT performance through
compensation and de-differentiation: greater activation of bilateral PFC compared to
“non-fallers” (compensation), and wider recruitment of remote right and left
hemisphere areas (de-differentiation) that “non-fallers” did not activate at all. Using
sophisticated measurement of gait parameters revealed “fallers” showed greater
variability in step length and foot swing duration—sensitive predictors of fall risk.
Halliday et al. (2018) concluded altered patterns of brain activation in “fallers” allowed
them to maintain single-task walking and executive function performance, and close
scrutiny of DT gait and fNIRS during difficult executive function tests revealed early,
subtle signs of linked, underlying changes in brain and motor functions of fall-prone
OAs.
Whilst fNIRS has an advantage in time resolution, it lacks spatial resolution.
Studies using MRI, in contrast, have poor time resolution, but superior spatial resolution
permitting a deeper look at age-related brain changes than is possible with fNIRS—
provided subjects are motionless. Two studies published recently used MRI to identify
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patterns of co-varying volume changes in brain structures, correlating these with aspects
of motor function in OAs (Allali et al., 2018; Blumen et al., 2018). The latter group
studied 352 OAs, measuring gait speed and executive function (processing speed,
episodic memory, global cognition). They found different covarying structures
correlated with gait speed in different subsets of participants, although grey matter
losses consistently associated with reduced processing speed. Combined data indicated
a widely distributed group of covarying, declining brain structures associated with
reduced gait speed. These broadly comprised two interacting neural pathways governing
locomotion: a cognitive pathway for planning and control of movement, and a motoric
pathway for movement initiation and continuity. Blumen et al.’s (2018) simplified
cognitive pathway starts with the supplementary motor area and PFC, with signals
relayed to basal ganglia and integrated with cerebellar signals. Their motor pathway
begins with signals from the brain stem which trigger pattern generators (spinal cord),
and relayed signals to motor cortex via dorsal basal ganglia. The researchers
acknowledged actual pathways are more complex and not yet sharply distinct;
nevertheless, data supported associations between gait speed and volume preservation
of structures in the cognitive pathway (e.g. ventrolateral PFC) and motoric pathway
(e.g. motor cortex). They also confirmed shared neurological substrates for gait and
cognition (processing speed, and executive function, but not episodic memory). The
researchers proposed mixed cognitive and physical interventions as most likely to
reduce motor and cognitive decline (see Chapter 4).
Allali et al. (2018) also deduced covarying patterns of grey matter decline in
MRIs of 326 OAs, and correlated these with performance on DT walking, normal-pace
walking, and rapid walking. These researchers found reduced normal-pace walking
associated with reduced volume in thalami — the brain’s main relay points for sensory
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information (Carter, Aldridge, Page, & Parker, 2014). Slowed rapid-walking associated
with reduced thalamic grey matter, and reductions in right caudate nucleus and left
putamen. The caudate nuclei, part of the basal ganglia situated close to thalamic
regions, have non-motor and motor functions, including integrating motor planning and
spatial information (Carter, Aldridge, Page& Parker, 2014; Postle & D’Esposito, 1999).
The putamen, also part of the basal ganglia, contributes to movement regulation and is
the source of automatic motor programs triggered by frontal cortical signals (Carter et
al., 2014). Reduced DT pace was associated with a longer list of atrophied structures,
many situated in left and right frontal cortical regions, bilateral cingulate cortex,
hippocampus, and thalamic areas.
Next, Allali et al. (2018) defined “networks” of brain structures through
covariance of brain region volumes associated with task performance. This revealed
normal-walking pace associated with grey matter volumes in regions linked with the
thalamus and prefrontal areas; rapid walking associated with an "emotion-linked
network" (right caudate nucleus, linked with middle cingulate cortex, thalamus, insula,
hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, and middle frontal gyrus). DT
walking associated with the middle frontal gyrus, dorsolateral and orbitofrontal PFC,
and the cuneus (part of the occipital lobe involved in visual processing). Top performers
showed maintenance of these networks; the slowest participants showed changes--more
limited network associations for normal-pace walking, and more diffuse networks for
rapid and DT walking. Gait changes were linked to decline in in executive control
network areas, and co-varying changes were found in regions contributing to the
salience network (SN) and fronto-parietal network (FPN), described as critical for
prioritising sensory information for attention, and balancing top-down and bottom-up
signals (Ptak, 2011). Overall, Allali et al. (2018) summarised walking at age 80 being a
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less automatic, more cognitively-demanding process, with different types of motor tasks
drawing on some common (prefrontal), and some different brain structures.
Integrity and function of white matter connecting brain regions is also subject to
age-related decline associated with motor and cognitive skills (Hsu et al., 2014; Yang,
Tsai, Liu, Huang, & Lin, 2016). Synaptic connections and networks turn over with use
and disuse (Foster, 2015) leading to changes in architecture detected through fMRI or
diffusion tensor imaging. Ageing brains typically show loss of connectivity and
efficiency in network connections (Iordan et al., 2017), as was seen in a study by Lo et
al. (2017), who related gait speed and variability to changes in functional network
connectivity. Gait speed and gait variability associated with changes in different
networks: Faster gait associated with greater connectivity within the FPN. Gait stability
(low variability) associated with negative correlation between the default mode network
(DMN) and the dorsal attention network (DAN). The work of these two major brain
networks centres on internal and external-focused cognition, respectively, and they are
controlled by FPN switching (Spreng, Sepulcre, Turner, Stevens, & Schacter, 2013).
Another study (Hugenschmidt et al., 2014) analysed resting-state, motor-related
network changes using graph theory to probe architecture changes in younger and older
adults. OAs scoring worst on the Short Physical Performance Battery (gait speed,
balance, and chair-stands) showed inconsistent community structure of nodal
connections in somatomotor cortex and differences in somatomotor secondary
connections with the insula and superior temporal gyrus, suggesting more distant areas
of the brain, connected with multi-sensory and vestibular functions, were being brought
to motor tasks. These changes fit with patterns of reduced local integrity (Gard et al.,
2014) and de-differentiation in ageing brain networks. Importantly, changes in
connectivity may evolve within old age: Staffaroni et al. (2018) found increased
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connectivity between the DMN and subnetworks for people in their 50s through mid60s, but accelerating decline in DMN connectivity for people over age 74.
Reduced connectivity and grey matter in component brain structures in the SN
also appear to be early features of age-related decline in cognition (Iordan et al., 2017;
Lo et al., 2017). Prominent nodes of the SN include the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC, associated with executive function) and anterior insula (Liu et al., 2017), which
switches activation from the DMN, to central executive networks (CEN) when salient
signals are detected (Sridharan, Levitin, & Menon, 2008). He et al. (2013) found
changes within the SN and between the SN and other networks, including the DMN and
CEN, critical for directing attention to tasks, and structural and functional brain changes
in the SN correlated with reduced cognitive performance. The SN is tasked with
detecting key information amidst the vast, constant inflow of allocentric and egocentric
sensory information; integrating input; and conveying essential information to regions
of the brain involved in cognition and behavioural sequelae (Iordan et al., 2017; Lee,
Tan, & Qiu, 2016; Liu et al., 2017).
Chapter Analysis and Summary
Falls and age-related decline in motor function are complex mind-body
phenomena rooted in entwined changes in cognition and sensorimotor function. The
research is dynamic, and extensively reviewed, in part due to its importance for QoL in
OAs; its predictive value for longevity and cognitive decline, and its use of versatile and
informative new methods and technology, such as DT testing and fNIRS. This exciting
window on ageing yielded rich evidence of associations between declining motor
function, cognition, and brain changes that will be related to mindfulness in Chapter 5.
Given the emphasis on ageing features relatable to mindfulness, it is noteworthy
that some important contributors to motor decline were not covered in this chapter.
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Metti, Best, Shaaban, Ganguli and Rosano (2018) pointed to numerous pathological
conditions that reduce physical activity in OAs, potentially leading to loss of muscle,
weight gain, falls, and further sequelae, including cognitive effects. Physical decline
may have unnoticed roots in changes occurring years earlier; physical activity may be
undermined by motivation and depression; and environmental, social, and economic
factors are major contributors to falls along with biological factors (Laurence and
Michel, 2017), which will be revisited in Chapter 5. Another caveat about the multiple
facets of motor decline are the unknowns: Research is just beginning to sort out
mechanisms, interactions, and cause-and-effect. Associations and risk factors may be
identified, but it remains unclear which changes initiate decline, in what order changes
proceed, which changes are reversible, and what the optimal type and timing of
interventions would be. Given the high variability in ageing, the causes and courses of
decline will likely prove heterogeneous.
Key aspects of ageing identified in this chapter include DT evidence that motor
tasks compete with cognition for mental resources in OAs. Motor tasks become less
automatic, and fNIRS and other imaging techniques have shown OAs use extra
activation of PFC (compensation) and recruitment of remote brain networks (dedifferentiation) to assist with DT function, particularly for executive tasks, which tend
to be prioritised, siphoning resources from balance and gait.
Whilst early changes seen in DT function are interesting from a research
perspective, they have crucial implications for OAs: They may predict decline up to a
decade later, and they mimic challenges of “real life” locomotion, which is rarely a pure
motor task. Typically, even simple actions entail constant sensory integration, attention
allocation, and other aspects of cognition that may exact DT costs. Prospective and
retrospective studies have linked falls to compensation, de-differentiation, and declines
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in DT functioning. Various underlying gait, motor- and DT function changes have been
linked to reduced processing speed, executive function, working memory, attention
control, inhibition (of non-task information), and task switching. Functional changes
have also been linked to brain structural changes: Grey matter volume losses in brain
structures, declining in sync, have been associated with age-related changes in function.
Blumen et al. (2018) delineated a group of declining brain structures that support
cognitive aspects of gait — planning and control— and another group of structures that
support automated, motoric aspects of gait—initiation and continuity. Allali et al. (2018)
linked age-related motor decline with volume loss in brain structures serving executive
function; allocation of attention; and processing, integrating, and regulating sensory,
spatial, and emotional information.
Research on functional network changes associated with motor decline supports
a portrait of age-related changes painted by Iordan et al. (2017): increased heterogeneity
between individuals; decreased modularity, stability, and distinctiveness of networks;
and increased connectivity between some networks and decreased integration within
nodes, contributing to overall reduced differentiation of functional units and less
efficient local transfer of information. These changes have been detected in networks
controlling attention.
Many ageing changes described in this chapter are encapsulated by conclusions
of a review by Costello and Bloesch (2017) that people become “less embodied” with
age. Citing evidence that OAs rely less on signals from touch, interoception, and
proprioception, these researchers argued that declines in diverse sensory input (auditory,
olfactory, vestibular, tactile, and motor feedback) can lead to changes in higher brain
functions that rely on sensory information. These changes are coupled with and
contribute to declines in selective attention, response inhibition, working memory,
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processing speed, visuospatial processing, spatial navigation, and visuospatial
reasoning—important aspects of cognition for motor skills and everyday activities.
Costello and Bloesch (2017) see consequences of these changes for OAs in reduced
balance, postural sway, and walking problems, as well as in other aspects of body-based
sensorimotor processing, motor learning, tool use, and attention to peripheral body
sensations, for example. This research and this chapter urgently invite the question:
Could MBIs slow, circumvent, or even reverse some age-related declines contributing to
falls and loss of embodiment? Promising findings from other interventions, described in
the next chapter provide proof-of-concept that it is indeed possible to reduce fall risk.
The final chapter explores how MBIs might do this as well.
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Chapter 4. Complementary Movement Practices for Motor Decline
As mind-body practices, tai chi, qigong and yoga share common elements with
mindfulness, including present-moment awareness and attention focused on breathing
and sensory input, including interoception and proprioception. But unlike MBIs, tai chi,
qigong, and yoga, along with DTT have all been well-studied for their impact on agerelated motor decline. Common elements in these practices and MBIs might mean
findings and hypotheses from research on these interventions might apply to MBIs—or
at least inform their potential for impacting entwined declines of motor and cognitive
function in OAs described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5, aspects of motor decline and
some of the research discussed here will be revisited to explore the case for MBIs in
addressing motor decline.
Tai chi
Tai chi (see Appendix C) may be the practice best known as an intervention to
help prevent falls in OAs (Appendix D). Derived from traditional Chinese martial arts,
tai chi, and qigong, its more static predecessor, integrate breathing and flowing, low- to
moderately-strenuous movement with the cognitive demands of visualisation and recall
of movement sequences. Evidence indicates tai chi can improve various aspects of
health (see Appendix E) and reduce falls, with one review estimating 43% reduction
over a year (Lomas-Vega, Obrero-Gaitán, Molina-Ortega, & Del-Pino-Casado, 2017).
This compares well with widely recommended multi-faceted approaches to reducing
falls (e.g. combining exercise, education, and risk assessment), which may reduce falls
36% (Cheng et al., 2018). Tai chi may improve DT balance, DT costs, and improve
speed on balance shifting tasks—suggesting potential impact on automatic motor
functions for balance recovery (Varghese, Hui-Chan & Bhatt, 2016).
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Compared to exercise interventions and walking, tai chi shows moderately
superior effect improving executive function (Ji et al., 2017; Wayne et al., 2014), with
effects seen in memory, learning, language, and executive control of attention (Miller &
Taylor-Piliae, 2014). Cross-sectional and interventional studies associate tai chi or
qigong with increased network connectivity between PFC and memory-associated brain
regions; and with increased grey matter in the insula, putamen, and medial temporal
lobe (amygdala, hippocampus, and parahippocampus)—brain regions associated with
movement, interoception, salience, visual processing, emotion, spatial memory, and
motor programs (Pan et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2017). Based data showing tai chi
practitioners had enhanced (untrained) fingertip perceptual accuracy, especially in older
practitioners, Kerr et al. (2008) recommended studying other somatosensory-attention
practices — including yoga and mindfulness meditation — for similar effects.
Yoga
Yoga (see Appendix F) encompasses an assortment of mind-body practices
derived from Indian Ayurvedic medicine (Salmon, Lush, Jablonski, & Sephton, 2009).
Forms of yoga differ widely, including in how much movement they include, ranging
from very little to more strenuous. Yoga may involve postures, stretching, gentle
movement, breathing, meditation, and relaxation (Mooventhan & Nivethitha, 2017;
Oken et al., 2006; Youkhana, Dean, Wolff, Sherrington, & Tiedemann, 2016). Given
this variety, it is likely different types of yoga vary in effects and extent of overlap with
mindfulness (Schmalzl, Powers & Blom, 2015).
Studies of yoga for fall prevention in OAs are recent, but indicate yoga may
reduce falls by half (Hamrick, Mross, Christopher, & Smith, 2017). This is bolstered by
evidence yoga improves movement and fall risk factors —gait speed, balance, mobility,
and flexibility (Youkhana et al., 2016). Yoga may also reduce fear of falling, DT costs,
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and improve cognition, including executive function, attention regulation, set-shifting,
processing speed, working memory, and reaction time (Keay et al., 2018; Nick,
Petramfar, Ghodsbin, Keshavarzi, & Jahanbin, 2016; Schmid, van Puymbroeck, &
Koceja, 2010; Subramaniam & Bhatt, 2017), including benefiting OAs with SCI
(Gothe, Kramer, & McAuley, 2014). Brain effects are ambiguous due to different types
of yoga in different studies, but some evidence links yoga with grey matter retention in
hippocampus and PFC (Afonso et al., 2017; Hariprasad et al., 2013). Non-significant
differences in age-related decline in network function and cognition were found in longterm practitioners of meditation vs. Kirtan Kriya yoga (KK), which includes chanting,
finger movements, and visualisation. KK practitioners had “younger,” more efficient,
resilient networks compared to people who practiced neither yoga nor meditation (Gard
et al., 2014).
Although not focusing on ageing, Schmalzl et al. (2015) helped distinguish
meditation and exercise from “body awareness” (e.g. Hatha) yoga involving movement,
regulated breathing, and attention to interoception and proprioception. They cited yoga's
effects on vagal and abdominal muscle tone; emotional regulation; and activation of
basal ganglia and cerebellar circuits, potentially boosting regulation of cognition and
emotion compared to mindfulness. They proposed movement components of yoga could
thus enhance embodiment and integration of sensory signals, activating sensory cortex,
insula, and thalamus, creating dynamic interactions between “bottom up” and “top
down” signals. These interactions and feedback from emotional, motor, and cognitive
networks could contribute to greater self-regulation. The researchers said metacognition
(observing experience) distinguished yoga and other contemplative practices from
exercise.
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Dual-Task Training
DTT (see Appendix G) was a logical outgrowth of DT testing and combines
some form of movement with additional (cognitive or physical) tasks. Tai chi is
considered DTT, as are stepping games, dance, sports, obstacle courses, and cognitive
tasks (or talking) whilst walking. Studies show switching attention between tasks
requires cognitive effort and, like other DTT, models real-life motor operations. A goal
of DTT is achieving synergistic training effects that may enhance cognitive and motor
function with one intervention.
More than a dozen systematic, meta-analytic, and narrative reviews of DTT or
combinations of physical and cognitive training for OAs have demonstrated positive
benefits to cognition, movement, and/or DT balance and gait. Reviews of DTT and
exercise found a range of interventions led to clinically significant improvements in DTand single-task gait speed in OAs (Plummer, Zukowski, Giuliani, Hall, & Zurakowski,
2016), with DT combinations, particularly, leading to reduced DT costs and broader
improvements in multiple areas of psychomotor function compared to exercise alone
(Levin et al., 2017). Depending on training tasks, benefits may accrue to gait speed,
upper- and lower-body function, posture stability, processing speed, reaction time, and
cognitive and executive functions including attention control, working memory,
cognitive flexibility, and visual searching. Complex movement interventions that
include reactive (changing gait in response to speed or slope changes in the walking
surface) or volitional (patterned movement dances or games) stepping may reduce falls
by half, possibly through distinct mechanisms involving automatic motor programs for
balance recovery or mechanisms involving planning, initiation, and cognitive control of
movement to pre-empt falls (Okubo, Schoene & Lord, 2017). These are reminiscent of
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age-impacted mechanisms in motoric and cognitive pathways described by Blumen et
al. (2018).
Emerging theories behind DTT effects in OAs (Bamidis et al., 2014; Lauenroth,
Ioannidis, & Teichmann, 2016; Raichlen & Alexander, 2017) highlight physiological
synergies between physical and cognitive effort, with exercise countering inflammation,
cerebrovascular disease, and promoting brain metabolism, blood flow, dopaminergic
activity, and BDNF production (Håkansson et al., 2017) and neurotrophic effects—
angiogenesis, neurogenesis, and synaptogenesis. Cognitive tasks timed to coincide with
exercise may activate, guide, stabilise, and integrate neuronal growth and
differentiation, fostering myelination; synapse formation; restoration and maintenance
of networks, thus supporting grey and white matter retention and rejuvenation of
structures and networks used in DTT. The adaptive capacity model of Raichlen and
Alexander (2017) posits declining mental and physical activity and disuse of brain areas
will promote functional decline in OAs, whilst DTT combining moderate physical
exercise and novel environments and cognitive challenges should counteract
sensorimotor and cognitive decline.
Analysis
Before leaving these practices and considering how MBIs might counteract
motor decline, it would be useful to distinguish them from one another and from MBIs.
While all the practices combine movement and cognitive elements, they vary in relative
amounts and types of movement and cognitive training. Traditional yoga and tai chi
combine these simultaneously; cognitive elements include interoceptive and
proprioceptive attention, task-switching, plus, in the case of tai chi and qigong, recalling
movement sequences. DTT may include any combination of exercise and cognitive
task, together or sequentially, and tasks involved could lead to different training results.
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DTT cognitive elements often involve working memory and other executive functions.
Discussion of different types of exercise in DTT or comparison of effects of exercise
and mindfulness are beyond the scope of this review, but with respect to brain effects of
DTT, Raichlen and Alexander (2017) suggested any moderate exercise could suffice.
As described in Chapter 1, MBIs are multifaceted with interoceptive,
proprioceptive, sensory, and mental events as the foci for training non-judgmental
attention. Rather than just performing or “feeling” movements, as in exercise and yoga
postures, meditation practice in MBIs engages executive regulation of attention—
inhibiting distractions, checking against goals held in working memory, and
metacognitive monitoring (discussed in Chapter 5). In addition, MBI classrooms
develop insight, learning, social interactions, discussion, and listening to content
covering mindful attitudes and responses to life (Santorelli et al., 2017). At-home
practice carries these into daily activities and develops trait mindfulness.
The best demonstration of the difference between mindfulness and other
meditative movement practices emerges from a randomised controlled trial (RCT)
comparing MBSR and yoga (Baker, Costa, Guarino, & Nygaard, 2014) for treatment of
urge urinary incontinence (UUI), which might seem remote from motor decline;
however, like movement, UUI involves interoception, the insula, and PFC connectivity
and sensory processing (Griffiths, Clarkson, Tadic, & Resnick, 2015). Baker et al.
(2014) found that MBSR was more effective in reducing UUI, with superiority
sustained at 6 months and 1-year post-intervention. This was attributed to MBSR
participants’ non-judgmental awareness of bladder sensations and improved emotional
regulation. Although the authors do not emphasise this, there were differences in
interoceptive practice for yoga vs. MBSR participants: Yoga participants used
interoception in practicing yoga postures (no attention control was taught), but MBSR
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participants learned to regulate interoceptive attention and apply this in life—including
during urinary urgency. Chapter 5 continues exploration of attention regulation,
interoceptive noticing, metacognition, and emotional regulation as potential contributors
to motor function.
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Chapter 5. A Case for MBIs in Motor Decline
This chapter answers my research question: What evidence is there that
Mindfulness Based Interventions may help preserve motor skills in older adults? The
answer brings together information from previous chapters and additional findings from
the literature which provide the evidence for a circumstantial case that MBIs are likely
to improve motor skills in OAs. No study directly tests whether MBIs can improve
walking and prevent falls in OAs—some studies demonstrate relevant MBI mechanisms
in younger people or through non-MBI interventions in OAs. But by assembling
evidence surrounding realms of decline most integral to falls in light of the fundamental
mechanisms and brain changes demonstrated to drive the results of MBIs, convergences
and a case for MBIs in counteracting motor decline appears.
Although this case for MBIs in motor decline is circumstantial, Chapter 1’s
evidence of the importance of motor decline—particularly falls—in limiting QoL and
survival for OAs offers strong motivation for its exploration, beginning with research in
Chapter 3 indicating three overlapping realms that put OAs at maximum fall risk:
cognitive, sensorimotor, and psychological decline (Laurence and Michel, 2017). As
complex, multi-component interventions, MBIs have potential to offset declines in each
of these areas. Chapter 3 described close interconnections of cognitive and motor
function, and this chapter brings in the third realm bearing on motor function,
psychological factors. Although discussion is confined to just a few mechanisms of
mindfulness, their overlap, basic nature, and broad impact on brain structures and
functions in age-related motor decline potentially mean the full case for MBIs may be
more convoluted than presented here.
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MBIs and Cognition for Movement
As described in Chapter 1, literature consensus supports improved control of
attention as a primary mechanism of MBIs (Bishop et al., 2004; Williams, 2008;
Wolkin, 2015). Over the course of MBSR, focus is trained through meditation practices
directing non-judgmental attention to body sensations, breathing, movement, sounds,
and mental activity. Malinowski (2013) reviewed attentional control as central to
development of mindfulness. His model links three aspects of attention (engagement,
orienting, and executive control), cultivated by meditation, with several attentional
networks and brain regions involved. These structures (e.g. PFC, ACC, basal ganglia,
insula) and networks (SN, FPN, DAN, CEN) are associated with executive functions
and are implicated in age-related motor decline and falls (Hsu, Nagamatsu, Davis &
Liu-Ambrose, 2012). They have also been shown to be improved by mind-body
practices such as tai chi, which may reduce falls in OAs (Sungkarat, Boripuntakul,
Chattipakorn, Watcharasaksilp, & Lord, 2017; Chapter 4).
Could MBI attentional training assist OAs, who are reported to have deficits in
attention control and distractibility (Fountain-Zaragoza et al., 2016; Mozolic,
Hugenschmidt, Peiffer, & Laurienti, 2012)? Studies of MBIs for OAs have not looked
at motor function and their results have been equivocal on executive function effects
(e.g. Mallya & Fiocco, 2015), but an RCT by Malinowski’s research group used a
stripped-down MBI (only breath-attention practice) and obtained promising results
(Malinowski et al., 2017). They found that compared to controls (health education
program), mindfulness participants improved accuracy and response times on the
emotional-counting Stroop task, measured simultaneously with electrophysiological
recordings (EEG). Physiological data linked Stroop improvements to the DAN, and the
researchers concluded mindfulness training improved processing on attention-
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demanding tasks, amplifying attention to increase speed and accuracy. The DAN and its
(negative) connection to the DMN have been linked to gait stability (Lo et al., 2017);
and cognitive speed and accuracy and executive control of attention are among the most
frequently cited correlates of age-related cognitive decline (Chapter 3). The responsible
brain regions, such as the PFC, show losses in volume and changes in network
connectivity that contribute to aspects of motor function in OAs, such as selection,
initiation, and coordination of movement, normal gait, and DT walking (Allali et al.,
2018; Bamidis et al., 2014; Blumen et al., 2018; Levin et al., 2017). Over-activation of
the PFC in DT testing and cognitive challenge has been linked to subtle gait changes
and falls (Halliday et al., 2018).
Indirect confirmation that mindfulness attention training may improve
sensorimotor control involved eye-movement rather than gross motor function and did
not focus on OAs. In a cross-sectional study comparing long-term meditators and nonmeditators, Kumari et al. (2017) tested eye saccade movements on two tasks, a smooth
pursuit task—which challenges motion detection and the FPN—and an antisaccade test
of executive control and the fronto-striatal network. Performance results were
unconnected with trait mindfulness, but indicated trained meditators had greater
attention- and eye-movement-control. The usual caveats about cross-sectional studies
apply, but the results support the hypothesis that trained mindfulness attentional skills
may transfer to sensorimotor tasks.
One aspect of executive control developed by MBIs is recognition and control of
distraction and mind-wandering associated with the DMN. Malinowski (2013)
identified top-down DMN regulation as part of the cycle of attention regulation featured
in meditation practice. Optimal performance of goal-directed tasks (like walking) often
entails down-regulation of the DMN, but studies indicate OAs have reduced ability to
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suppress DMN activity (Mozolic et al., 2012). Zavagnin, Borella, and De Beni (2014),
found that mind-wandering was less frequent in OAs, compared to younger adults, but
when it occurred, was more diverting and costlier to performance. Nagamatsu, Kam,
Liu-Ambrose, Chan, and Handy (2013) related this to motor function and found in a
prospective study that OAs with more frequent mind-wandering and poorer
performance on a test of sustained attention were more likely to fall within a year.
Crockett, Hsu, Best, and Liu-Ambrose (2017) found DMN functional connectivity
associated with potential contributors to fall risk and disability in OAs with MCI:
slower gait speed, reduced DT ability, and less stable balance.
Evidence that MBIs might help OAs down-regulate the DMN comes from a
study of participants in an 8-week meditation training vs. control (relaxation program)
which showed network changes consistent with decreased resting state connectivity
within the DMN and between the DMN and the salience and somatomotor networks
(Cotier et al., 2017).
Although not demonstrated in OAs, brief mindfulness practice promoted
switching attentional focus from internal thoughts, likely DMN-associated, to external
cues (Xu, Purdon, Seli, & Smilek, 2017). This switch has been found beneficial for
motor function in some studies that did involve OAs: Chiviacowsky, Wulf, and Wally
(2010) found that training OAs to use external rather than internal attentional focus
when learning a balancing task led to better learning, retention, and automaticity.
Focusing on effects of movement encouraged less conscious, more reflexive (bottomup) motor control. Another example of how attentional training could serve motor skills
in OAs comes from a comparison of OAs and younger participants’ movements through
an obstacle course (Curzon-Jones & Hollands, 2018). OAs at risk of falls moved
attention prematurely away from safe foot placements to upcoming hazards. In a small
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trial, the researchers found this behaviour was changed with a simple (top-down)
precaution: taking 10 seconds to preview the route before walking it. Previewing led to
increased (safe) foot placement attention and improved gait, step accuracy, and selfconfidence. These studies suggest knowing when to place your attention where is
important for safe movement; it is something that declines in OAs; but is something that
can be improved through training. The metacognitive aspect of mindfulness training—
noticing attentional focus—could be a gateway skill: permitting the development of
OAs’ abilities to recognise when attention is needed for movement; shift attention
appropriately; and inhibit distraction.
One RCT confirming the value of attentional training for improving movement
did not involve an MBI, but did train OAs’ attention through an 8-week program to
avoid sound or sight distractions whilst performing the opposite type of (sight- or
sound-based) task (Mozolic, Long, Morgan, Rawley-Payne, & Laurienti, 201l). The
researchers found the training improved processing speed, attentional control, and also
DT walking—none of which were trained by the intervention. They concluded
attentional training could improve control of cross-modal distractions and be broadly
helpful for OAs.
These studies point to a critical aspect of mindfulness training: transferability.
Transfer of attention skills from noticing the breath to improving gait would be
considered a distant transfer. Yet, Malinowski et al. (2017) found mindfulness training
made this leap: OA participants improved attention to colour of words in the Stroop
test—a remote transfer from training that never included visual attention. This
highlights the fundamental nature of MBI training: Executive control of attention is
considered a supra-modal function (Spagna et al., 2015), transcending sensory
modalities to regulate attention to a variety of sensory cues in different behaviours,
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potentially including motor functions. Malinowski et al. (2017) concluded meditation
enhanced generic top-down control skills which could be broadly applied across
sensory modalities and cognitive domains.
Broad transfer distinguishes mindfulness training from some commercial “mind
games” for OAs, which have been used in DTT. Mind games do not activate
proprioceptive or interoceptive attention (discussed below) or train metacognitive
noticing and regulation of attention and emotion. Typically, computer-based mind-game
training will not include social interaction or supervision found in MBIs, which also
develop mindful attitudes and acceptance. For these reasons it seems likely that MBIs
would have different, potentially greater effects on motor skills, like the moderate-sized
effects of yoga (Youkhana et al., 2016) or tai chi (Wayne et al., 2014). Yet despite the
limitations of computer mind-games, a meta-analysis (Marusic, Verghese & Mahoney,
2018) found their cognitive training had a small effect on complex or DT gait in OAs
compared to control treatments. This makes it highly plausible that deeper, fundamental
training from MBIs would too.
MBIs and Sensorimotor Decline
Many of the foci for attention training in MBIs are body- and movementsensations, and this has given rise to hypotheses that mechanisms underlying MBI
effects may relate to interoception, proprioception, and associated brain structures and
networks. Allen et al. (2012) considered interoceptive salience mechanisms, along with
and attentional control to be the neural mechanisms underlying the effects of
mindfulness training. Following a major review summarising hypotheses on
interoception and meditative practices (Farb et al., 2015), additional support for the
centrality of body awareness in MBIs has come from a meta-analysis of 24 studies of
fMRI in meditators, which found that the brain region consistently activated by
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different types of meditation is the insula—the brain’s centre for interoception (Fox et
al., 2016).
Although less-studied than the effects of MBIs on executive function,
interoceptive effects of mindfulness have been found in some studies to be more
powerful than cognitive elements, for example in addressing chronic worry (DelgadoPastor et al., 2015), and evidence on interoception is mounting (e.g. Sharp et al., 2018).
Little of this research focuses on OAs, but it seems reasonable their declining
embodiment (Costello & Bloesch, 2017) might be redressed by interventions increasing
body awareness, potentially boosting sensorimotor function and reducing falls.
The best evidence for interoceptive effects on motor function in OAs may come
from studies of yoga, which has been described as delivering mindfulness training
through meditation and proprioceptive and interoceptive awareness (Brunner et al.,
2017), including metacognitive awareness of these internal signals. As indicated in
Chapter 4, yoga may significantly reduce falls (Hamrick et al., 2017) and improve fall
risk factors (Youkhana et al., 2016), FoF, DT costs, attention regulation, set-shifting,
processing speed, working memory, and reaction time (Keay et al., 2018; Nick et al.,
2016; Schmid et al., 2010; Subramaniam & Bhatt, 2017). Evidence from these yoga
studies and yoga’s mechanistic overlap with MBIs offer preliminary signs that MBIs
might also improve movement in OAs through interoceptive mechanisms.
In line with Costello and Bloesch (2017), Mather (2016) noted that OAs become
less aware of bodily sensations, and one of the few reports on interoception in OAs
(Murphy, Brewer, Catmur, & Bird, 2017) concurs that “late adulthood” (age 60 - 65) is
a period of interoceptive decline. Several physical risks elevated in OAs, such as
declining sense of taste, change in pain sensing, and dehydration (a problem for 20% of
OAs) are interoceptive problems (Murphy et al. 2017).
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Whilst the cause and degree of interoceptive decline may vary between OAs, it
seems plausible interoceptive practice through MBIs might counteract decline. Cramer
et al. (2018) found that a 10-week mind-body program improved Body- and
Interoceptive Awareness scores, and (decreased) Suppression of body sensation scores,
consistent with improved interoception in the participants, who had chronic pain
conditions. Meditation-induced changes in brain connectivity in OAs, including more
efficient processing in salience and somatomotor networks (Cotier et al., 2017) also
support the possibility MBIs might lead to improved function of networks connecting
through the insula. The latest RCT (not in OAs) highlighting MBIs and interoception
comes from a comparison of a (control) exercise program and a similar program that
added mindfulness (Sharp et al., 2018). MRI scanning and graph-theory analysis
showed increases in connection strength for the right insula in mindfulness participants,
suggesting the “automatic” interoception and proprioception involved in movement has
different effects than when exercise is supplemented with the more intentional,
metacognitive interoceptive practice of MBIs.
Proprioception—also linked to the insula— is likewise affected by ageing.
Goble et al. (2011) reported that balance control depends on central processing of
proprioceptive signals from the feet; and walking depends on constant integration of
proprioceptive signals from the ankles; but muscle and joint-based receptors and brain
structures responsible for proprioception show age-related structural and functional
decline which has been linked with falls and motor impairment. Goble, Coxon,
Wenderoth, Van Impe and Swinnen (2009) reviewed evidence that tai chi enhanced
proprioception and the threshold for detecting joint movement in OAs. Golf, but not
swimming or running was also linked to retained proprioception in OAs. It seems
reasonable to hypothesise movement practices in MBIs would do this as well.
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The basic, interactive, and diverse nature of the insula’s functions, and imaging
evidence of insular engagement and enhancement through interoceptive practice, imply
several potential ways MBIs may work in addition to increasing body awareness.
Beyond serving interoception and proprioception, the insula receives a variety of body
signals—hunger, thirst, temperature, elimination, fight-or-flight stress, time perception,
breathing discomfort, and pain, for example (Craig, 2002; Craig, 2009), and is
responsible for comparison of sensory maps—reconciling bottom-up sensory signals
with top-down expected values (perceived states; settings for acceptable or desired
states) thereby driving emotions, behaviours, and sense of embodied self (Craig, 2009;
Farb et al., 2015). Sharp et al. (2018) and others (Critchley & Garfinkel, 2017; Phan,
Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002) emphasised the insula’s role in emotional awareness.
Others cited the insula, in conjunction with ACC, as the hub for the salience network
(Mather, 2016), and interoceptive accuracy has been correlated with salience network
connectivity (Chong, Ng, Lee, & Zhou, 2017). Kurth, Zilles, Fox, Laird, and Eickhoff
(2010, p. 531) catalogued the “highly integrative” insula as activated by a wide array of
co-located functions: social-emotional, olfactory-gustatory, cognitive, and somatosensorimotor, including interoception, movement, and pain sensation. In addition to rich
efferent connections to cortical regions, the insula is also highly connected with
subcortical structures, including the thalamus, putamen, hippocampus, and caudate
nucleus, which are involved in motor functions (Ghaziri et al., 2018) and could,
theoretically, be secondary beneficiaries of insular enhancement through interoceptive
practice in MBIs.
The array of functions and networks operating through the insula point to a
panoply of ways insular enhancement through interoceptive practice from MBIs might
translate to improved sensorimotor function in OAs. The evidence, again, is indirect,
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but possibilities for improved motor function can be posited as occurring through:
insular structural and functional changes, including SN integrity, sensory integration,
perceptual-motor awareness, and emotional regulation (discussed next section).
Although primary somatosensory and motor cortices show little grey matter loss
with age, decline is seen in related regions and networks involved in sensory detection
and processing, and regulation and coordination of sensory processing. Poised at the
intersection for these functions, the insula shows moderate age-related decline in
volume, although heterogeneity is particularly high (Mather, 2016). Allali et al. (2018)
found volume reductions in the insula as part of the network of brain structures that
decline along with fast-pace walking.
Sitting atop the pecking order of attentional networks (Zhou et al., 2018), the
SN, with its hub in the insula, must cope with sensory declines of all sorts—auditory,
visual, olfactory, tactile, vestibular, interoceptive, and proprioceptive (Albers et al.,
2015). Brain structures and networks in OAs strain to apprehend more raw data, which
automatically undergo (sometimes unnecessary) extra background processing (Mozolic
et al., 2012), leading to declines in multisensory integration (MSI) efficiency,
sensitivity, and increased “noise,” uncertainty, and unhelpful responses to missing
information (Albers et al., 2015). As described in Chapter 3, the SN shows early signs
of decline in ageing that undermine sensory processing and cognitive performance
(Iordan et al., 2017).
Sensory integration studies indicate OAs show de-differentiation and
compensatory patterns in MSI, which is initiated by age-depleted bottom-up sensory
signals. OAs recruit more areas of the brain for MSI, tap multiple senses more avidly,
and may actually be better than younger people at using MSI to improve performance
(de Dieuleveult, Siemonsma, van Erp & Brouwer, 2017; Mozolic et al., 2012)—a
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dubious perk. MSI slows performance; OAs may use MSI inflexibly (i.e. when not
advantageous); and empirical studies show MSI gives OAs a performance advantage
only in the absence of multiple cognitive demands, time constraints, or need for quick
behavioural changes. Under demanding conditions, or if given faulty or shifting sensory
cues, OAs are disadvantaged relative to younger adults in choosing, integrating, and
updating information; and distracting sensory information impairs them more (de
Dieuleveult et al., 2017). Greater use of MSI by OAs was associated with less physical
activity (Mahoney, Dumas, & Holtzer, 2015), suggesting OAs’ heavier reliance on MSI
may be part of a larger picture of decline in embodiment and motor function.
Fortunately, studies show OAs are as capable as younger people at overriding
their propensity for MSI and focusing on unisensory information (Mozolic et al., 2012).
This seems particularly important when considering how MBIs might enhance sensory
processing in OAs. One practice in MBIs is controlling unisensory focus (e.g. attending
to interoception or sounds); this type of practice might enhance sensory function and
lead to more flexible, effective MSI. Kilpatrick et al., (2011) found MBSR altered brain
connectivity in ways reflecting improved sensory processing; greater metacognitive
awareness of sensory experience, as well as attention control. Although this study was
not in OAs, it is tempting to suggest MBIs could counter age-related declines in MSI
along these lines. More skilful deployment of sensory attention or mediation of
cognitive demands could yield more relevant, useful sensory information and increased
resources and time for sensorimotor processing. Motor functions could be expected to
profit disproportionately as they heavily tax MSI of internal (proprioceptive,
interoceptive, and vestibular) and external (visual, auditory, and tactile) information.
One study suggests that a complex outcome of mindfulness may be enhanced
perceptual-motor function (Naranjo and Schmidt, 2012; See Appendix H). This
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combined cross-sectional and longitudinal study of subjects in their 40s found that
MBSR or long-term mindfulness practice was associated with improved use of bottomup proprioceptive and sensorimotor information and top-down regulation of
performance trade-offs to increase accuracy on a line-drawing task. Mechanisms
included lowered thresholds for non-conscious and conscious detection of sensory
information, which was used to make micro-adjustments in motor performance; and
intentionally slowing performance for greater accuracy.
Naranjo and Schmidt (2012) connected these improvements from mindfulness to
top-down and bottom-up salience functions, echoing conclusions about mind-body
practices and interoception by Schmalzl et al. (2015) and an observation by Ainley,
Apps, Fotopoulou and Tsakiris (2016), who studied the interoceptive function of
heartbeat detection. They observed that the constant heartbeat signal goes unnoticed
most of the time, yet can come into consciousness by two routes: top-down (intentional
direction of attention to heartbeats) or bottom-up (when a pounding heart commands
notice). Farb, Segal, and Anderson (2013) suggested MBI practitioners can over time
develop and maintain ongoing “attentional tone” poised between top-down and bottomup functions—exactly the type of attention that gave MBSR graduates greater motor
consciousness and control in a manual motor task (Delevoye-Turrell & Bobineau,
2012). This interoception-based, diffuse sensory attention, free of both evaluative
activity and mind-wandering, might offer OAs an optimal attentional stance for skilful
movement. Given ageing effects on interoceptive, insular, and SN function, and the
importance of these functions for movement, MBIs might be a route to optimising
attentional tone, MSI, and perceptual-motor awareness.
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MBIs, Emotional Regulation, and Fear of Falling
A hallmark of MBIs is emotional regulation (Isbel & Mahar, 2015; Lutz,
Slagter, Dunne, & Davidson, 2008; Tang, Posner, & Rothbart, 2014), and several
interactive mechanisms may contribute to MBIs best-documented applications (Groves,
2016)—anxiety and depression—including in OAs (Geiger et al., 2016; Shao et al.,
2016; Smart & Segalowitz, 2017). Some mechanisms were mentioned in Chapter 1,
although Alsubaie et al. (2017) indicated there is no consensus which mechanisms are
important in which problems for which populations. Farb et al. (2013) proposed that
development of interoceptive attention (see previous section) through MBIs begets
affective benefits by interrupting self-referential elaboration with viscerosomatic
activation.
Few proposed MBI mechanisms have been specifically explored in OAs, and
conjectured equivalence could be perilous, as mood and emotion differ in OAs. Mather
(2016) wrote that affect is one area where ageing has comparatively little disadvantage,
or indeed may confer benefits, such as lower negative affect (Raes, Bruyneel, Loeys,
Moerkerke, & De Raedt, 2015). Typically, an OA’s mental well-being is equal to or
better than it was when they were younger, despite more negative life events like
spousal death and reduced mobility (Mather, 2012). Various explanations have been
offered for this, and one large study of people ranging in age from 18 to 85 found trait
mindfulness was the leading factor mediating reduced negative affect with age (Raes et
al., 2015). Others have proposed OAs are better at reappraisal (Lohani & Isaacowitz,
2014) or shifting automatically into emotional regulation compared to younger adults
(Mather, 2012).
But as Laurence and Michel (2017) observed, the most compelling fact about
ageing is its variability, and some older adults do experience anxiety and depression.
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Anxiety has a prevalence of 1.2% to 15% in community-dwelling OAs, and almost onefourth of people experiencing a first episode of generalised anxiety disorder (GAD) are
age 50 or above (Andreescu & Varon, 2015). Symptoms of depression are reported in
more than 13% of people over age 55 (Van Damme, Declercq, Lemey, Tandt, &
Petrovic, 2018) and 3% - 4% of OAs have late-life depression (LLD)—two-thirds of
whom will relapse after antidepressants or cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT)
(Manning & Steffens, 2018). Mather (2012) summarised LLD as being less heritable;
less responsive to medication; and more associated with cerebrovascular problems,
ACC volume loss, and declining executive control. A recent review concluded that
mechanisms underlying MBIs’ efficacy in treating LLD likely entail improved
regulation of DMN, cognition, and SN (Manning & Steffens, 2018). OAs show greater
susceptibility than younger people to alexithymia (impaired ability to recognise
emotions), and this also has been linked to age-related interoceptive decline (Murphy et
al., 2017).
Findings like this suggest connections between emotional and physical problems
like motor decline in OAs. Although there are no studies directly bringing together
MBIs, affect, and motor decline, the same MBI mechanisms that improve affect
(Manning & Steffens, 2018), such as interoceptive and SN enhancements might also
improve sensorimotor function, described previously. Other conjunctions of affective
disorders and falls are suggestive: Meta-analysis of three studies on fall risk factors in
OAs treated in hospital emergency departments found that self-reported depression was
the factor with highest likelihood of predicting falls in the half-year after or one year
before the hospital visit (Carpenter et al., 2014), and Williams et al., (2015) confirmed
the prominence of depression as a risk factor for recurrent falls.
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Another area where MBIs have potential for reducing falls is in FoF. Estimates
vary widely (Scheffer, Schuurmans, Dijk, Hooft, & Rooij, 2008), but between 20% and
39% of community-dwelling OAs and 50% living in nursing homes, may have FoF
(Lach & Parsons, 2013; Whipple, Hamel, & Talley, 2017). Payette et al. (2017) found
85% of OAs in the community have fall-related concerns, FoF, or low confidence in
balance or managing falls. Unfortunately, FoF per se may worsen balance, single- and
DT-gait stability (Wollesen, Schulz, Seydell, & Delbaere, 2017; Young & Williams,
2015), and stride time variability (Ayoubi et al., 2014) contributing to FoF as an
independent risk factor for falls (Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2012). Robinson and
Wetherell (2018) reported 66% of OAs with FoF reduce social engagements and
mobility and raise their risk of nursing home admission dramatically. Scheffer et al.
(2008) summarised the consequences of FoF: Decline in mental and physical function,
greater chance of falls, and declining health-related QoL. Whipple et al. (2017) reported
half of people who fall develop FoF; nevertheless, many OAs who have not fallen
develop FoF.
One line of thinking held that FoF leads to falls by causing OAs to reduce
activity and physical fitness, (Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2012). Indeed, Trombetti et al.,
(2016) found declining muscle strength and physical performance are independent
contributors to FoF. But recent studies have highlighted interrelated psychological and
cognitive factors in FoF. A German population study found FoF strongly associated
with numerous socio-psychological issues, including greater stress; negative affect and
loneliness; and diminished self-efficacy, self-regulation, positive affect, optimism, and
life satisfaction (Hajek, Bock, & König, 2017)—all of which could potentially be
ameliorated by MBIs.
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Anxiety in particular has been implicated in FoF, contributing directly and
indirectly to psychological and motor consequences. In a small study, Payette et al.
(2017) found that people with FoF were more likely to have non-fall-related worry,
anxiety, and GAD. Young and Williams (2015) hypothesised anxiety from FoF reduces
motor performance by leading OAs to focus excessive attention on perceived threat,
stiffening their posture. Potentially helpful in simple tasks, this response could be
dangerous in complex or dynamic motor challenges, reducing working memory, access
to sensory information and thereby undermining movement planning and execution.
These findings are consistent with a study which induced motor anxiety by having OAs
walk on an elevated platform under DT and single task conditions. Hadjistavropoulos et
al. (2012) found induced anxiety undermined balance, gait stability, and dual-tasking.
Payette et al. (2017) suggested that people with FoF may have different
underlying pathologies and speculated this may explain modest results of FoF
interventions, which feature exercise as the leading single-component intervention
(Whipple et al., 2017). Exercise could potentially impact FoF by improving physical
condition, movement, mood, and fall risk, according to Kendrick et al. (2014), but their
meta-analysis of exercise interventions (including Tai Chi, yoga, balance-, strength- and
resistance-training) found only modest, short-term impact on FoF, and no effects on
depression or anxiety in people with FoF.
In line with suggestions of Payette et al. (2017) to tailor FoF interventions to
individual psychological needs, recent interventions have included cognitive training or
therapy elements, with CBT the main element added in multi-component FoF
interventions (Whipple et al., 2017). Interestingly, tai chi alone was ineffective in
reducing FoF, but became effective in combination with CBT (Whipple et al. 2017). An
example of a successful intervention (Huang, Chung, Chen, Chin, & Wang, 2016)
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compared CBT-plus-exercise to exercise alone or a non-intervention control in nursing
home residents with FoF. CBT-plus-exercise reduced falls, FoF, and depression
symptoms, and increased mobility and muscle strength. The exercise-only intervention
reduced falls, but not FoF or other factors.
Success of these multi-faceted interventions would seem to predict MBIs,
especially MBCT, could be effective in treating FoF by helping people enhance
interoceptive and proprioceptive practice and increase abilities to discern and process
emotions (Jung, Ryu, Lee, Wallraven and Chae, 2017). In a context of acceptance,
emotions may be more accessible to non-ruminative perspective, regulation, and nonhabitual responses, as seen in the effectiveness of MBIs for GAD (Hölzel et al., 2013),
depression, and other affective disorders (Goldberg et al., 2018), although this remains
equivocal (Hedman-Lagerlöf, Hedman-Lagerlöf, & Öst, 2018). These MBI mechanisms
or others might reduce LLD and anxiety and their associated fall risk. In addition,
increases in self-efficacy from the supportive classroom format of MBIs (Malinowski et
al., 2017) could reduce FoF and enable OAs to respond to FoF with skilled movement
rather than stiffened postures and elaborative mental activity that increase fall risks.
Summary, Significance, and Implications
Bringing together the totality of evidence on mindfulness and movement
practices in older adults with evidence on age-related motor decline, we have seen
several mechanisms of mindfulness with the potential to reduce decline, working
through underlying neuroplastic changes in brain structures, functions, and networks.
Key mechanisms of mindfulness include attention- and emotion-regulatory
enhancement and interoceptive, proprioceptive, and sensory-processing changes that
appear basic, transferrable, and likely to impact a variety of motor activities, thus
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providing an answer to my research question: What evidence is there that MBIs may
help preserve motor skills in older adults?
The indirect evidence assembled in this review tentatively supports the case that
MBIs could have a distinctive impact on cognitive, sensorimotor, and emotional
decline, honing metacognition and executive function in ways that could increase
embodiment and enhance attentional tone and emotional regulation, all of which could
contribute to retention of sensorimotor function and reduced fall risk. Long-term
practice may reshape the brain to operate more constantly in the dynamic zone
described by Schmalzl, Crane-Godreau, and Payne (2014), in which bottom-up
sensorimotor and emotional signals and feedback meet non-evaluative, top-down
cognitive control for highly integrative mindful awareness, self-regulation, and possibly,
more skilful movement.
As described in Chapter 1, there are excellent reasons to address the personal
and societal challenges of age-related motor decline and falls in OAs. As seen in
Chapter 2, mindfulness research is proceeding on cognitive decline, possibly because
MBIs are viewed as the “mind” end of the spectrum of mind-body practices and have a
tradition of reducing stress, which features in cognitive decline (Kurth et al., 2017) and
memory complaints, which are the basis for enrolment in current trials of MBIs for OAs
(Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale, 2016; Kings College
London, 2016). This research is laudable in approaching what many consider the worst
nightmare with respect to ageing: losing cognition. Yet based on research reviewed in
Chapter 3, age-related cognitive changes are intimately entwined with motor decline,
which is deadlier, earlier, and more fundamental: Deadlier because age-related gait
changes contribute more significantly to mortality than do cognitive changes
(Marengoni et al., 2017) and add directly to risk of falls, which are the most common
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cause of traumatic death in OAs (Carpenter et al., 2014); Earlier because motor and
posture changes are detectible several years prior to cognitive declines that follow
(Albers et al., 2015); And more fundamental because changes in gait integrate and
reflect subtle underlying changes in the brain that also underlie cognitive decline (Rosso
et al., 2017).
Thus, a potential contribution of this review would be raising awareness of the
value for mindfulness research of studying motor effects of MBIs in OAs. By
neglecting motor changes, mindfulness research is missing out on key data and
techniques for coaxing the brain into revealing early evidence of decline in cognition as
well as motor function. Gerontologists and kinesiologists have supplemented
neuropsychological tests with sophisticated gait analysis, DT testing, other sensorimotor
tests, and fNIRS, which Halliday et al. (2018) found made it possible to detect changes
in executive function and PFC activation missed by traditional neuropsychological tests,
but which anticipate subsequent changes in cognition and behaviour in OAs— “with
implications for measurement sensitivity and early identification” (p. 151). A recently
proposed trial comparing mindfulness, aerobic exercise, and combined mindfulnessplus-exercise in people with risk factors for dementia (Salmoirago-Blotcher et al., 2018)
again eschews motor measurements, but trials like this could offer a cost-effective
proof-of-principle route toward trials of MBIs for retaining motor function just by
collecting motor data before-and-after interventions.
Beyond benefits to mindfulness research, the larger potential contribution of this
review would accrue to OAs and society if it turns out MBIs can help people retain
motor functions. But numerous questions and relevant issues remain unexplored by this
review, some of which could cast doubt that an 8-week MBI would reduce age-related
decline in movement skills and prevent falls. For example, the high variability in ageing
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suggests no single approach—even one as multi-faceted and basic as mindfulness—will
work for everyone. Trials of MBIs for healthy OAs have had equivocal results in
improving executive function, potentially due to test insensitivity, ceiling effects,
heterogeneity of ageing, or varying participant ages in different trials of “older adults.”
Evidence that network connectivity may change from the 60s to the 80s begs questions
about the limits of neuroplasticity. Could accelerating changes in ageing mean there is a
narrow window for the efficacy of MBIs in countering motor decline?
If MBIs were able to improve motor function in OAs, a subsequent issue might
be how to sustain improvements. A tentative answer can be glimpsed in a longitudinal
study examining the sustainability of meditation-enhanced cognitive performance.
Zanesco, King, MacLean, and Saron (2018) followed meditators (trained at intensive
retreats) for up to seven years, when they were, on average, approaching age 60. The
researchers detected age-related declines in cognition, but participants who reported
more ongoing meditation practice showed less decline. Zanesco et al. (2018) cautioned
their results are atypical of anti-aging outcomes for MBIs, as participants were
experienced meditators at the outset and subsequently engaged in prodigious levels of
practice. Sustaining benefits from movement interventions likewise requires ongoing
practice, as was seen in a 3-year follow-up DTT program (Hars et al., 2014): OAs who
continued the exercise-to-music program improved gait speed and balance and reduced
fall risk; those who quit after 6 months lost benefits they had initially gained.
Among the most important doubts attending the case for MBIs for preserving
motor skills are those centred on brain and body changes (Seidler et al., 2010) that
cannot be reversed by mindfulness—loss of proprioceptors in muscles, or hair cells in
the inner ear, for example (Albers et al., 2015; Goble et al., 2009). Would such
problems negate benefits from MBIs? It is possible some of these declines, such as in
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reaction time and balance recovery, may be offset by exercise (Okubo et al., 2017).
These considerations and personal experience, described in a reflection below, led the
reviewer to conclude that, whilst there is exciting evidence mindfulness may be
distinctively helpful in preserving motor skills in OAs, a stand-alone MBI may miss
advantages of combining MBIs with additional exercise—synergistic effects of
proximally timed physical and cognitive training seen in DTT (Raichlen & Alexander,
2017). Stimulating, progressive exercise—in addition to its cardiovascular benefits—
may enhance production and activation of neurotrophic factors (Håkansson et al., 2017).
In concert with mindfulness training this could boost OAs’ retention of automated
balance-recovery reactions (Okubo et al., 2017) and maximise skilful movement.
Preliminary considerations for an MBI specifically designed to capitalise on evidence
presented in this review are presented in Appendix I.
Even without synergistic effects from exercise, ageing changes that are not
directly affected by MBIs may be indirectly ameliorated through more mindful
attitudes, flexible thinking, and coping skills imparted by MBIs, similar to the buffering
effect of trait mindfulness in OAs (deFrias & Whyne, 2015). The “approach”
orientation of mindfulness could counteract what Wilkinson et al. (2018) found are
typical reactions of OAs (and their carers) to declining motor skills—reducing activities
and independence; moving more slowly; and increasing reliance on assistive devices
like canes—measures that may run counter to anti-fall recommendations and may
contribute to further deterioration.
Other facets of MBIs may contribute additional synergistic and indirect benefits.
For example, social interactions and increased self-efficacy fostered by MBIs may
reduce social isolation (Cresswell et al., 2012) and lower fall risk associated with
loneliness (Hajek & König, 2017). Increased self-efficacy, a non-specific benefit of a
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mindfulness intervention for OAs studied by Malinowski et al. (2017), could counter
FoF (Hajek & König, 2017). And the practical, sustainable skill of self-care modelled
by MBIs (Groves, 2016) may encourage healthy life-style changes and personal growth
for OAs (Ingraham et al. 2016; Williams et al., 2016)—including greater participation
in exercise (Meyer et al., 2018). These types of attitudinal changes toward ageing could
be profound, reducing risk of dementia dramatically, as was seen in a study by Levy,
Slade, Pietrzak, and Ferrucci (2018), who found in their large survey of initially
dementia-free OAs (average age, 72, followed for up to 4 years) that negative views of
ageing were almost as powerful in predicting the onset of dementia as the strongest
known genetic risk factor (APOE ε4) for AD. OAs with positive views of ageing had a
43% lower risk of developing dementia, and the protective effect of positive attitudes
were even seen in people with the APOE ε4 allele.
Admittedly, some of the bonuses and indirect effects of MBIs are non-specific.
Crane et al. (2016) observed MBIs have not been compellingly demonstrated to be the
only or best-documented ways of achieving results in health problems, and this would
undoubtedly prove true for MBIs and motor decline in OAs. Other movement practices
and DTT engage proprioception, interoception, and cognition and have already
established their efficacy in steadying balance and reducing falls. Whilst analysis in this
review has suggested ways MBIs’ training may be different, and possibly superior to
these other practices for addressing motor decline, only actual trials can prove this and
refute or confirm the indirect case presented here for mindfulness as an intervention in
motor decline.
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Decline and Fall: A Further Personal Perspective
Personal journal entry, 8 July 2017. I tripped and fell four days ago. I was
watering plants around a brick step on the patio, and as I was moving around that, I got
tangled in the hose, and fell over backwards, twisting my body slightly and landing on
my right elbow and backside. I was rattled by the experience, feeling that quick sense of
panic in the throat and chest, pain in my elbow. . . But I realised I was okay; nothing
was broken but my pride and sense of security. Things could have been serious if I’d hit
my head on the bricks. But I hadn’t – a few days later I was fine.
Sorting through possible contributing factors, I noted the hose was a trip hazard
I could have avoided. And there was distraction—I don’t remember where my thoughts
were, but I wasn’t moving mindfully. I could have avoided this fall if I had been, but at
the critical moment, I wasn’t mindful of my need to be mindful. I have subsequently
been careful around the step.
My fall probably wasn’t due to lack of mindfulness practice. My schedule
includes daily informal practice and most days include some formal practice—less than
some years, but more when I first wondered if mindfulness might be improving my
motor skills. The fall risk factor that has changed substantially this year is exercise: I
used to get 10,000 steps per day; now I rarely get 4,000. A few years ago, I spent 30
minutes daily at exercise, yoga, or Wii-fit games; took “Zumba” (high-intensity
exercise) and Pilates, and when classes ended, I signed up at the local gym. But my
exercise practices stopped as I began my thesis. I suspect I’ve lost ready access to
balance recovery—quick, automated movement programs running over well-integrated
motoric networks. Other possible factors—cognitive challenge, social activities —
haven't changed much, leaving lack of exercise as the prime suspect in my fall.
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Gleaning what I can from my fall and my thesis research, I've concluded MBIs
could be an important part of a multi-dimensional program to help OAs retain cognitive
and motor skills in ageing, but may not be enough. They can strengthen emotion- and
attention-control and top-down directives to bottom up sensory systems; they can
sharpen sensory integration and remind OAs to allow a few extra moments to preview a
route and allow the brain to make movement safer. MBIs can fend off anxiety,
depression, and FoF. With practice, mindful awareness might become a trait, a state-ofmind, or attentional tone; but for the inevitable slips— moments of unmindfulness—
what’s needed is flexible, sharp, automatic function and reaction times for balance
recovery.
The good news is that my thesis research suggests all these functions can be
improved in OAs. My former practices of exercise, dance, yoga, and even Wii-fit
games, along with mindfulness and other cognitive challenges, should foster
neurogenesis and brain maintenance; help preserve gate, balance-recovery, reaction
time, attention regulation, and other functions critical for safe movement for another
decade or two. Mindfulness shows great promise to work synergistically to foster a
special type of attention conducive to safer movement through enhanced self-regulation,
executive function, embodiment, and self-efficacy, empowering me as an OA to manage
fall risks and other challenges of ageing more skilfully.
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Appendix A. Topics of 29 Reviews
on Mindfulness / Meditative Practices and Ageing
Cognitive decline: Berk, vanBoxtel, and vanOs (2016); Fountain-Zaragoza and Prakash
(2017); Gard, Hölzel, and Lazar (2014); Marciniak et al. (2014); Newberg et al.
(2014); Prakash, De Leon, Patterson, Schirda, and Janssen (2014); and Smoski,
McClintock, and Keeling (2016).
Structural and functional brain changes — including magnetic resonance imaging
or fractional anisotropy (diffusion tensor imaging) often in cross-sectional
studies comparing long-term meditators and non-meditators;
electroencephalography; brain perfusion single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT); and positron emission tomography: Acevedo, Pospos,
and Lavretsky (2016); Kurth, Cherbuin, and Luders (2017); Last, Tufts, and
Auger (2017); Luders (2014); Luders and Cherbuin (2016); Marciniak et al.
(2014); and Newberg et al. (2014).
Affect and psychological well-being including depression, anxiety, stress, positive and
negative affect: Abbott et al. (2014); Fountain-Zaragoza and Prakash (2017); Innes
and Selfe (2014); Kishita, Takei, and Stewart (2016); Lindberg (2005); Nilsson,
Bülowac, and Kazemi (2015); Prakash, De Leon, Patterson, Schirda, and Janssen
(2014); Smoski, McClintock, and Keeling (2016); and Sorrel (2015)
Neuroinflammation, stress, and neurodegeneration: Innes and Selfe (2014); Kurth et al.
(2017); and Larouche, Hudon, and Goulet (2015)
Peripheral inflammatory and immune factors and telomerase: Black and Slavich
(2016); Fountain-Zaragoza and Prakash (2017); Innes and Selfe (2014); and Kurth et
al. (2017).
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Pain: Cramer, Haller, Lauche, and Dobos (2012); Keefe, Porter, Somers, Shelby and Wren
(2013); and Morone and Greco (2007).
Sleep-related problems: Gooneratne (2008); Innes and Selfe (2014); Smoski et al. (2016);
and Sorrell (2015).
Cardiovascular disease, related factors, and stress: Abbott et al. (2014); and Younge,
Gotink, Baena, Roos-Hesselink and Hunink (2014).
Mixed aspects of physical and psychological health: Crowe, Jordan, Burrell, Jones,
Gillian, and Harris (2016); Geiger et al. (2016); Rejeski (2008); and Tang, Posner,
and Rothbart (2014).
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Appendix B. Age-related Decline: Search Term Results

Total

English

Last 5
yrs

Reviews

Since
2016

New
Reviews

Decline &
Comp.
ageing

35019 33606

12170

5921

6369

576

“Functional
decline*
& Comp.
ageing

2418

2272

1046

501

577

65

“Motor
decline“
OR
“fall*” &
Comp.
ageing

11324

10502

3430

1366

1738

104

“Physical
function”
& Comp.
ageing

3123

2999

1636

378

924

62

Comp. ageing = Comprehensive ageing terms. This search string was: [“older adult*”
OR “old age*” OR elder* OR “old people” OR senior* OR ageing OR aging OR
geriatric*]. Last 5 yrs = Published in the last 5 years. New Reviews = Review articles
published 2017 to May 2018.
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Appendix C. Tai Chi and Qigong
Derived from traditional Chinese martial arts, tai chi is a low-impact, flowing,
integrated movement and breathing practice to enhance mind-body balance, with
qigong its more static predecessor, involving fewer complex movement sequences
(Jahnke et al., 2010). Both practices may enhance mindfulness. Tai chi entails
simultaneous moderate-intensity physical exercise and cognitive effort to recall and
execute movement sequences (Bamidis et al., 2014; Ji et al., 2017). Reviewers describe
tai chi and qigong as working in similar ways to improve aerobic fitness, strength,
flexibility, and balance, with concomitant improvement in psychological and physical
health (Bu et al., 2010; Lan, Chen, Lai, & Wong, 2013; Solloway et al., 2016; Zou et al.,
2017). An umbrella review identified 107 reviews of tai chi research; and studies of
interventions for OAs, (balance, fall prevention, and cognition) featured prominently
(Solloway et al., 2016). As with MBIs, tai chi and qigong have been tested for effects
on numerous aspects of physical and mental health and well-being in OAs (see
Appendix E). Falls prevention is a central focus and a review (Lomas-Vega, ObreroGaitán, Molina-Ortega, & Del-Pino-Casado, 2017) of 10 prospective or retrospective
clinical trials found that among OAs and others at risk of falling, tai chi reduced falls
over 12 months by 43%. Evidence on less frequent injurious falls was less clear, but
indicated tai chi may reduce serious falls by 50%.
Tai chi investigators are beginning to probe underlying neural correlates of
effects. A recent active-controlled trial found DT gains from a 12-week tai chi
intervention on balance and Stroop test scores (Lu, Siu, Fu, Hui-Chan, & Tsang, 2016);
and a small cross-sectional comparison of older experienced tai chi practitioners found
they were faster at DT subtraction and balance-shifting and had lower DT costs than
non-practitioners, leading the researchers to conclude tai chi improved allocation of
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attention and reduced interference and resource demand of motor and cognitive tasks
(Varghese, Hui-Chan & Bhatt, 2016). A larger number of studies have examined
cognitive effects of tai chi practice with meta-analysis and reviews finding large effects
on executive function in trials lacking an active control group and moderate effects
when compared to other exercise interventions (Wayne et al., 2014). Improvements
from tai chi were measured in memory, learning, language, and other various aspects of
executive function (Miller & Taylor-Piliae, 2014). A cross-sectional comparison of brisk
walking vs. tai chi (vs. no exercise) highlighted potential overlap in exercise and tai chi
effects by finding OAs with either walking or tai chi practices performed better on
executive control tasks than non-exercisers (Ji et al., 2017). The researchers found no
differences in overall reaction time, accuracy, or fitness between walkers and tai chi
practitioners, but found tai chi practitioners superior on some aspects of executive
control, presumably due to cognitive demands of tai chi.
Research on brain structure and function effects has shown tai chi or qigong five
times per week for three months increased grey matter volume in the insula, putamen,
and medial temporal lobe (amygdala, hippocampus, and parahippocampus) of
participants compared to OAs with no activity change. Increases in grey matter in the
hippocampus and left putamen were associated with improvement in memory scores
(Tao et al., 2017). A review of tai chi effects on brain connectivity indicated
practitioners showed greater resting state connectivity between the PFC and regions
important for memory: medial temporal lobe and hippocampus, and concluded the
research demonstrated change in brain structure, function, and connectivity consistent
with neuroplastic mitigation of age-related decline in cognitive and motor function (Pan
et al., 2018).
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Some research indicates one avenue for tai chi’s effects may involve
interoception and proprioception. A study by Kerr et al. (2008) reported that although
tai chi does not train acuity in fingertip touch, practitioners had enhanced ability to
detect the orientation of finely spaced parallel ridges compared to age-matched nonpractitioners. Older tai chi practitioners in particular had boosted perceptual accuracy,
suggesting anti-ageing, pro-embodiment effects, and the researchers recommended
studying other somatosensory-attention practices — including qigong, yoga, and
mindfulness meditation — for similar effects.
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Appendix D. Google Searches and Mind-Body and DTT Practices
Which practices are most widely thought of as interventions to reduce falls? For a
rough gauge of the popularity and interest in practices discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 as
they connect to prevention of falls, I conducted a series of Google searches on 6 August
2018, checking both Google and Google Scholar. For all searches, I began by entering
the practices individually (“Tai chi”, “qigong”, “yoga”, “dual task training” or
“mindfulness”—with quotation marks) and the word AND. I then noted the search
words Google suggested as following terms, as these reflect popular Google searches.
After noting the suggested searches, I completed the search phrase with “fall
prevention” (with quote marks) and noted the number of resulting hits. My results using
Google Scholar and Google are shown:

Google Scholar
“Tai chi” AND: Suggested searches: stress - stroke - balance- fall prevention Parkinson’s-depression-physical therapy-chronic pain-mental health-anxiety
“Tai chi” and “fall prevention”: ± 4,390 results
“Qigong” AND: Suggested searches: cancer-Parkinson-anxiety-mental healthstress-temporal lobe-depression-sexuality-multiple sclerosis-elixir
“Qigong” and “fall prevention”: ± 435 results
“Yoga” AND: Suggested searches: stress-depression-anxiety-meditation-healthmental health-mindfulness-diabetes-cancer-PTSD
“Yoga” and “fall prevention”: ± 1,710 results
“Dual task training” AND: Suggested searches: [‘and” omitted in most
recommended topics] Parkinson-stroke-TBI-brain injury-balance-systematic review-in
Parkinson’s - and gait - on balance
“Dual task training” and “fall prevention”: 337 results
“Mindfulness” AND: Suggested searches: depression - anxiety-stress-meditation acceptance - psychotherapy - wellbeing - chronic pain - ADHD - leadership
“Mindfulness” and “fall prevention”: ± 486 results
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Google
“Tai chi” AND: Suggested searches: qigong - Christianity - Andover - arthritis yoga-mental health - internal arts - MS - kung fu - taoism
“Tai chi” and “fall prevention”: ± 97,000 results a “NICE evidence search: is the
fifth item listed in this search
“Qigong” AND: Suggested searches: tai chi - yoga - arthritis - cancer
“Qigong” and “fall prevention”: ± 17,700 results
Yoga AND: Suggested searches: Pilates - meditation - weight loss
Yoga and “fall prevention”: ± 221,000 results
“Dual task training” AND: examples - strategies - definitions - Parkinson
“Dual task training” and “fall prevention”: 13,100
“Mindfulness” AND: anxiety, meditation, depression, wellbeing, ADHD,
Christianity, mental health, stress, autism, pain
“Mindfulness” and “fall prevention” ± 68,100
Analysis and Conclusion
The data suggest that there is greatest awareness of tai chi as a fall-prevention
practice among experts (Google scholar searchers), as this was the only initial entry that
returned “fall prevention” as a suggested following term for the “and” completion
search phrase. In addition, this Google Scholar search returned the most hits for “tai
chi” AND “fall prevention” search—more than three times the next most productive
“fall prevention” search (for yoga). Furthermore, tai chi is the only fall-prevention
intervention that has an evidence search compilation by the UK’s National Institute for
Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE).
For lay searchers (on “ordinary Google”) the “yoga” AND “fall prevention”
search returned the largest number of hits, potentially due to greater popularity and
availability of different types of yoga among people who might be conducting internet
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searches, as well as a body of information on yoga for falls. Tai chi had less than half
this number of hits. Many of the hits for “mindfulness” AND “fall prevention”
pertained to mindfulness elements in tai chi, qigong, and yoga used for anti-fall
practices. Other references pertained to general mindfulness or awareness of the
environment. That being said, I only checked 20 of the links. Among those, I found two
references directly connecting mindfulness and fall prevention that I was unaware of:
(a) a PowerPoint presentation for Stanford (California) Health Care’s “Farewell to
Falls” program that suggested OAs might use mindfulness techniques to reduce falls (no
author could be identified). (b) A study of trait mindfulness, balance, and meditative (tai
chi and yoga) vs. non-meditative (social dance) practices. This thesis is not available to
people outside Florida until December 2018, but information from the abstract was
considered in this thesis.
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Appendix E. Non-movement Research on Other Mind-Body Practices
Tai chi and Qigong
In addition to effects on motor skills and fall risk, tai chi and qi gong have been
studied for their impact on a variety of mental and physical health conditions, including
cardiovascular health (Hartley, Flowers, Lee, Ernst & Rees, 2014), stroke (Chan &
Tsang, 2018; Lauche et al., 2017) and related factors, including hypertension (Ma,
Zhou, Tang, & Huang, 2018); weight control (Larkey, James, Belyea, Jeong, & Smith,
2018); and lipid profile (Alenazi et al., 2017).
Tai chi has also been studied as treatment for joint problems, including knee
osteoarthritis (Chang, Chen, Lee, Lin, & Lai, 2016; Mat, Tan, Kamaruzzaman, & Ng,
2015), rheumatoid arthritis (Akyuz & Kenis-Coskun, 2018); and recovery from hip
replacement surgery (Zeng et al., 2015).
Like MBIs, tai chi’s effects on cancer-related fatigue and recovery have been
studied (Song et al., 2018; Wayne et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2014), as have effects on
chronic conditions (Li, Yuan & Zhang, 2014). Also like MBIs, tai chi and/or qigong
have been studied for pain conditions: neck pain (Lauche et al., 2016), fibromyalgia and
musculoskeletal pain (Jones et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018; Zou, Yeung, Quan, Boyden,
& Wang, 2018) and immune function (Niu, 2016; Saatcioglu, 2013 ); sleep issues (Irwin
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Nguyen & Kruse, 2012; Zhou, Gardiner & Bertisch, 2017;
Zou et al., 2018); and overactive bladder, a common problem for older women (Cho,
Lee, & Lee, 2017). Tai chi / qigong for treating Parkinson’s has been a focus with
bearing on motor function (Kwok, Choi, & Chan, 2016; Song et al., 2017; Winser,
Tsang, Krishnamurthy & Kannan, 2018).
Tai chi has been studied (but less so than MBIs) for its impact on psychological
problems (Abbott & Lavretsky, 2013); psychological well-being (Wang et al., 2014);
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and developing OAs’ self-efficacy and social support (Wayne et al., 2017; Yeh et al.,
2016). Huston and McFarlane (2016) found fair to excellent evidence that tai chi
contributes to health benefits in many of these areas, but found no evidence it improves
diabetes, heart failure, or rheumatoid arthritis, and no reports of serious adverse effects.
Based on meta-analysis of 19 randomised controlled trials, Zou et al. (2017) found
Baduanjin, a popular type of qigong, helpful for sleep, blood pressure, resting heart rate,
balance, trunk flexibility, hand strength, and QoL, with inadequate confirmation of
effects on endurance, lung capacity, or leg strength, especially over the longer term.
Yoga
Mooventhan and Nivethitha (2017) reviewed 47 studies of yoga for OAs and
found evidence it helps with cardiovascular function and risk factors; oxidative damage;
muscle strength and flexibility; gait; balance; FoF; cognition; vitality; sleep; coping
with cancer-related symptoms; and psychosocial functions, such as self-efficacy; QoL;
stress; anger; depression; and anxiety.
Knee osteoarthritis, one of the most common joint problems affecting walking in
OAs, has been a particular focus of yoga studies (Cheung, Wyman, Resnick, & Savik,
2014; Deepeshwar, Tanwar, Kavuri, & Budhi, 2018), and in a review of six studies,
Kan, Zhang, Yang, and Wang (2016) found yoga reduced knee pain and increased
function.
Field (2016) added to the list of conditions impacted by yoga: PTSD, obesity,
pain conditions, autoimmune conditions, osteoporosis, PD, and perinatal issues.
Evidence of benefits was strongest in non-controlled studies, and not always supportive
of the superiority of yoga when compared with other active treatments (e.g. exercise).
Another review considered yoga as a means of improving mental well-being and healthrelated QoL (HRQOL) in OAs, and also examined the quality of evidence and strength
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of effects in 12 trials (Tulloch, Bombell, Dean, & Tiedemann, 2018). Quality analysis
indicated meta-analysed trials were of high quality and that yoga had a moderate effect
on HRQOL (Hedge’s g = 0.51) and a small effect on psychological well-being.
DTT
Surprisingly few studies have explored applications of DTT to the broad range
of health conditions studied by yoga- and other mind-body researchers, although there
has been some work on DTT for rehabilitation of neurological conditions that impact
motor function, including stroke, PD, AD, traumatic brain injury, and multiple sclerosis
(MS) (Fritz, Cheek, & Nichols-Larsen, 2015; He, Yang, Zhou, Yao, & Pang, 2018;
Monjezi, Negahban, Tajali, Yadollahpour, & Majdinasab, 2016). The review by Fritz,
Cheek, and Nichols-Larsen (2015) found DTT improved single- and DT motor skills
(gait velocity, stride length, balance) and cognition in people with PD and AD, and DT
walking parameters in people with traumatic brain injury. While Fritz et al. (2015)
found comparisons strained by large differences in interventions (type, duration,
intensity frequency, etc.) and reporting, they concluded motor and cognitive deficits are
amenable to training in people with brain disorders, as they are in healthy OAs.
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Appendix F. Yoga
Now widely practiced in the West, yoga comprises a group of mind-body
practices with roots in Indian Ayurvedic medicine (Salmon, Lush, Jablonski, & Sephton,
2009). Yoga may foster health and preserve balance, mobility, and function in OAs
through postures (asanas), stretching, movement, breathing, meditation, and relaxation
(Mooventhan & Nivethitha, 2017; Oken et al., 2006; Youkhana, Dean, Wolff,
Sherrington, & Tiedemann, 2016). Research on yoga for OAs is in its infancy, but a
growing number of studies discuss yoga’s effects on motor and cognitive decline and
their neural basis — as well as a variety of physical and psychosocial problems
(Mooventhan & Nivethitha, 2017; Appendix E). Yoga has not always shown superiority
in comparisons with other active interventions like exercise (Field, 2016), and is not
without risk of injury—typically transient strains or sprains (Cramer, Ostermann, &
Dobos, 2017).
Studies of yoga and falls have been initiated: Hamrick et al. (2017) looked at
falls in 38 OAs participating in an 8-week yoga intervention, and found falls during and
after the intervention were roughly halved from the 6 months before yoga, with most
measures of balance and gait showing improvements, although not to clinically
significant levels. Studies of yoga’s effects on falls risk factors and mobility in OAs are
more numerous and indicate benefits. Youkhana et al. (2016) meta-analysed six trials of
yoga for balance and mobility and found medium-size effects improving gait speed and
chair-stand tests and a small effect on balance. A recent randomised control trial (RCT)
compared mobility effects of a 12-week course of tai chi vs. Thai yoga (vs. telephone
counselling control) (Noradechanunt, Worsley, & Groeller, 2017) in OAs. Postintervention scores on a senior fitness test (6-minute walking distance, chair-stand test,
timed-up-and-go, upper body and core strength, and flexibility) and self-reported mental
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health and physical activity indicated yoga participants improved on eight measures
compared to controls and five measures (chair-stands, flexibility, 6-minute walk,
vitality, and enjoyment) compared to the tai chi group. Other empirical studies have
found yoga favourably impacts fall risk factors, including FoF (Keay et al., 2018; Nick,
et al., 2016; Schmid et al., 2010), and DT costs (Subramaniam & Bhatt, 2017).
Some studies of yoga’s effects on cognition in OAs have reported
improvements, including in older care home residents with memory complaints who,
after a 6-month intervention showed improved executive function, inhibitory control,
attention regulation, processing speed, and verbal, visual, and working memory
compared to wait-listed controls (Hariprasad et al., 2013). Similar results were found in
community-dwelling OAs in an 8-week yoga intervention compared to a strengtheningstretching program, in which yoga participants improved executive function, working
memory, reaction times, set-shifting, and attentional control compared to exercisers
(Gothe, Kramer, & McAuley, 2014).
A few imaging studies have found yoga-related brain changes in OAs. A small
longitudinal comparison of healthy elderly participants before and after a 6-month yoga
intervention showed increased grey matter volume in hippocampal but not occipital
regions (considered least susceptible to age decline), suggesting yoga reduced neuronal
loss relative to neurogenesis (Hariprasad et al., 2013). A cross-sectional study of longterm Hatha yoga practitioners (Afonso et al., 2017) compared cortical thickness in the
OAs with non-practitioners and found the yogis had greater thickness in left PFC,
possibly related to attention regulation during yoga practice. Blurred lines between yoga
and mindfulness effects are evident in a study of Sahaja yoga (involving no movement,
only effort to silence the mind) practitioners who retained greater grey matter in brain
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areas associated with compassion, attention regulation, self-control, and interoception
(Hernández, Suero, Barros, González-Mora & Rubia, 2016).
Brain network connectivity may also be enhanced by yoga. A cross-sectional
study by Gard et al. (2014) used graph analysis to compare long-term practitioners of
meditation, yoga, and controls (with neither practice) and found yoga and meditation
practitioners had more efficient, resilient resting state network connectivity: shorter path
lengths, greater global efficiency, and greater small-worldness (local
interconnectedness) than controls. The study also indicated fluid intelligence declined
more steeply with age in controls, and less steeply in yogis and meditators. Trait
mindfulness correlated with fluid intelligence and measures of network resilience and
stability. In this study, yoga participants practiced Kirtan Kriya yoga (involving
chanting, simple finger movements, and visualisation) rather than typical, more physical
Hatha yoga.
This study highlights the difficulty of comparisons between different yoga
studies or between yoga and meditation — various practices are called yoga. For this
reason, a key review by Schmalzl et al. (2015) began by restricting its discussion to
yoga grounded in movement, breathing techniques, and attention regulation and
identified a basic feature of yoga is training and focusing attention on “body awareness”
including interoception and proprioception. Although the review was not focused on
motor skills in OAs, it presented mechanisms which seem likely to “re-embody”
practitioners. For example, one of the articles leading to conclusions about yoga’s
ability to enhance integration of divergent sensory signals found that yoga practitioners
are “body experts” as shown by field independence on the rod-and-frame assessment,
which tests people’s ability to vertically orient a rod-shape within a visually disorienting
frame (Fiori, David, & Aglioti, 2014). In contrast, a previous study (Lord & Webster,
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1990) has shown OAs who are prone to falls are more field dependent on these tests,
suggesting declines in vestibular and proprioceptive functions, particularly in settings
where visual information is limited or misleading.
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Appendix G. Dual-Task Training
One outgrowth of DT testing and recognition of entwined motor and cognitive
decline (Chapter 3) has been the development of interventions for OAs that combine
physical and (usually) cognitive training, variously called DT training (DTT), or
combined cognitive-motor training. Such interventions offer the possibility of
synergism and targeting cognitive and motor decline with one combined intervention.
Research on this attractive possibility has led to the publication of more than a dozen
systematic, meta-analytic, and narrative reviews of DTT or physical and cognitive
training for OAs. Some reviewed RCTs pitted single-task cognitive or physical training
against DTT (Booth, Hood, & Kearney, 2016; Gheysen et al., 2018; Wang, Pi, Sen,
Wang & Chan, 2015). Some included virtual reality or active video games, such as
Nintendo Wii-fit activities (Molina, Ricci, de Moraes, & Perracini, 2014; Taylor, Kerse,
Frakking, & Maddison, 2018). Some underlying studies included tai chi or dance as
DTT interventions (Gheysen et al., 2018), but none included mindfulness. The reviews
covered various outcomes, including physical, cognitive, and DT effects, which could
all potentially impact intertwined motor and cognitive decline in OAs.
Two large reviews looked at physical exercise or DTT and factors related to
falls. Plummer, Zukowski, Giuliani, Hall, and Zurakowski (2016) reviewed 21 studies
of physical exercise or DTT and effects on gait speed or DT costs. They found a range
of interventions surpassed control treatments in improving single- and DT gait speed,
even in fall-prone OAs. DT gait-speed increases were clinically significant. Levin et al.
(2017) reviewed 19 exercise and DTT interventions in healthy OAs and found
significant improvements in mobility and cognitive function, mostly from interventions
combining physical and cognitive training or multiple types of exercise. Heterogeneity
made analysis problematic, but single-task training usually lead to focal improvements,
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whereas multimodal training reduced DT costs and improved multiple areas of function,
such as gait speed, attention, processing speed, and psychomotor function.
Emerging from a subset of reviews are hypotheses about mechanisms
underlying brain effects of DTT. Bamidis et al. (2014) considered how physical and
cognitive training might work together to promote brain changes in OAs. One
hypothesis centred on exercise stimulating production of neurotrophic factors (BDNF
and insulin-like growth factor-1). Citing human and animal studies of exercise-induced
BDNF production associated with increased hippocampal volume and spatial memory,
Bamidis et al. (2014) made connections to effects in OAs practicing tai chi (improved
cognition and increased brain volume), golf (increased grey matter and dorsal
sensorimotor network function), and juggling (increased grey matter in frontal,
cingulate, and mid-temporal visual cortices, hippocampus, and pre-central gyrus).
Bamidis et al. (2014) surmised cognitive and physical training synergistically induced
neuroplastic change in OAs, with exercise creating physiological conditions for
neurogenesis and synaptogenesis; and cognitive training guiding and stabilising this
growth through usage and activation.
Lauenroth et al., (2016), also pursued this line after reviewing 20 RCTs and
finding DTT superior to both single-task physical and cognitive training for improving
cognition, although their conclusion was clouded by study heterogeneity and equivocal
evidence on the transferability of improvements to other tasks. A divided verdict on the
superiority of DTT also emerged from the most recent reviews (Gheysen et al., 2018;
Joubert & Chainay, 2018). Elaborating on theoretical mechanisms underlying DTT
effects, Lauenroth et al. (2016) proposed physical exercise increased brain metabolism
and blood flow, accompanied by enhanced BDNF activation, increased angiogenesis,
neuroplasticity, neurogenesis, and synaptogenesis. They cited evidence that exercise
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also raises dopaminergic activity, particularly in the basal ganglia. Because exercisedriven effects transpire in the presence of cognitive demands of DTT, the cerebellum
and other brain areas are activated and primed for neural (re-)development supporting
cognitive enhancement.
In a narrative review venturing a bit farther, Raichlen and Alexander (2017)
proposed an “adaptive capacity model” framing the benefits of exercise and DTT for
brain function in OAs. Their paradigm rests on two propositions: (a) The human brain is
evolutionarily adapted for foraging (long periods of moderate physical activity
combined with cognitive activity — remembering locations, navigating to, and
retrieving food, whilst avoiding dangers) and (b) Unused brain functions, especially
energy-intensive functions (e.g. neurogenesis), are curbed to conserve resources. From
this stance, Raichlen and Alexander (2017) reasoned less-active lifestyles contribute to
brain atrophy—cutbacks in capacity, maintenance, and neuronal networks. Particular
vulnerability is expected — and seen—in temporal and frontal cortices and cognitive
functions needed for foraging—memory, spatial navigation, and executive function. On
a brighter note, evolutionary forces and aerobic and cognitive demands of foraging
should also favour neuroplasticity. Raichlen and Alexander (2017) highlighted links
between cognitive improvement (memory, executive function), BDNF production, and
physical activity and they proposed exercise with concurrent cognitive effort (in
foraging or DTT) should support neuronal differentiation, myelination, vascularisation,
synapse formation, and restoration of networks—an efficient way to strengthen
executive and motor control across multiple remote brain regions. They predicted
interventions would be optimised by replicating aspects of foraging: cognitive tasks
timed in conjunction with moderate physical exercise and designed to stimulate sensory
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and motor functions with novel tasks and environments. Laboratory treadmills or
stationary bicycling at home may not accomplish this.
Reviews of interventions more directly aimed at falling have reported complex
movement interventions reduced falls in OAs. A meta-analysis (Okubo et al., 2017)
provided clues about mechanisms behind headline effects of a 48% reduction in falls
with 51% fewer participants falling—a clinically significant improvement surpassing
traditional exercise programs. Fall risk factors (reaction time, balance, balance recovery,
gait speed) also improved significantly. This review covered two types of interventions:
volitional step training—stepping in a cognition-challenging pattern (e.g. a dance or
game); and reactive training—walking plus reacting to a jolt (e.g. sudden tilt or speed
change) in stepping platform or treadmill surface. Both types of intervention reduced
falls, but only reactive training reduced reaction time and only volitional stepping
increased gait speed, suggesting distinct mechanisms. The reviewers concluded
improvement of sensorimotor skills to recover balance may be a key effect of these
types of interventions. Hypothesised mechanisms included improvement of automatic
motor programs for balance recovery, and pre-empting falls through improvements in
movement initiation, execution, and inhibition (avoiding distractors).
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Appendix H. Improving Sensorimotor Function through MBSR
Although not studying OAs, Naranjo and Schmidt (2012) conducted a study of
MBI effects on visuomotor skill and agency (distinguishing personal actions from
external forces). As background, the authors explained that movement involves
substantial non-conscious motor micro-commands, driven by constant comparison of
expected and actual sensory maps. These processes were experimentally interrogated by
creating map discrepancies — conflicts between visual and motor feedback in Naranjo
and Schmidt’s (2012) study of perceptual-motor awareness. They combined a crosssectional analysis of long-term meditators (vs. non-meditators) and a longitudinal
comparison of MBSR participants vs. non-participants before and after the course.
Experimental tests directed participants to draw prescribed lines on a digitising tablet in
a dark room, but participants could not directly see themselves drawing, as the
digitising tablet was covered by an opaque second tablet that projected a computerprocessed image of the drawing on a screen. The researchers programmed the computer
to insert varying linear-angular distortion in this visual feedback, such that when
participants drew prescribed lines between a starting point and target, they had to
compensate for the distortion. Random distortion effects ranged from zero to 27 degrees
to the left. In addition to recording speed and accuracy of drawing, the researchers
recorded participants’ rating of the degree of bias in feedback, that is, how much
distortion they felt the computer was causing.
Results indicated the performance of long-term meditators was slower, more
accurate and they had a lower threshold for detecting distortion than non-meditators.
Longitudinal data indicated MBSR changed participants’ performance in the direction
of the experienced meditators’: toward lower detection threshold; increased accuracy;
and reduced speed, whereas the control group did not change significantly in any
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performance aspect. The speed/accuracy trade-offs were largest when participants were
aware of distortion, suggesting a conscious strategy. Yet even at non-detected distortion
levels, improvement in accuracy was associated with mindfulness, and data analysis
indicated accuracy improvements from mindfulness went beyond speed/accuracy tradeoffs to encompass improvement in underlying motor accuracy from mindfulness. The
researchers concluded that a signature of mindfulness is closer access to proprioceptive
and sensorimotor information, which can inform motor control, leading to closer
monitoring and adjustments that optimise movement. Tellingly, the researchers
corrected their data for age, as this factor had a significant effect on performance time
and accuracy, but not threshold of distortion detection. This suggests underlying
sensorimotor interactions that were tested are susceptible to age-related decline, but that
neuroplasticity still permits improvement of motor accuracy through mindfulness
practice.
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Appendix I. Revamping MBIs for Falls Prevention
One way to encapsulate findings from this review is by outlining its implications
for adapting MBIs. If one were to create a mindfulness intervention to help OAs retain
movement skills and prevent falls and FoF, based on evidence available, what would it
look like? In short, it might consist of a modified MBSR or MBCT course combined
with exercise, tai chi, yoga, walking, stepping, or dance practices. What follows is a
rough sketch of elements of a Mindfulness and Movement Course for OAs
(MAMCOA). Formal development of such an intervention, crucially, must involve
collaboration with gerontologists or kinesiologists specialising in training OAs to
preserve movement skills and prevent falls.
The adaptive capacity model (Raichlen & Alexander, 2017) suggested maximum
training benefit (which could synergistically improve cognition and movement) would
be obtained through moderate exercise combined closely in time with stimulating
cognitive tasks in novel environments. MBIs provide a type of cognitive training that
transfers broadly to other tasks, and are thus high-quality cognitive training. Further, by
training regulation of attention and processing of sensorimotor information, a
MAMCOA could help participants become more attuned to their environment and
engaged with present-moment experience, making all activity sensory-richer. Combined
movement and cognitive training in a supportive environment has also proven most
effective in FoF interventions (Whipple et al., 2017; Zijlstra et al., 2007).
The main modification of MBIs would be inclusion of a more substantial
exercise component. Evidence from DTT research points to the effectiveness of
complex movement interventions in combatting falls. Movement that includes reactive
changes in posture and walking speed in response to changing surfaces would be ideal,
especially in combination with volitional patterned stepping, as in dance or Wii games.
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These movement interventions are particularly effective in developing both automatic
motor skills and intentional movement facility for balance recovery or falls avoidance
(Okubo, et al., 2017). Evidence also supports tai chi, qigong, karate, yoga, dance, and
combined strength-plus-aerobic-fitness exercise programs. Any of these, rationally
selected and skilfully taught to include progression of skill and engaging qualities that
sustain long-term practice, should be effective in providing the MAMCOA exercise
component. Accommodation of home practice elements would be likely to increase the
amount of practice and total benefits.
Participants
Good candidates for MAMCOA might be people who have already experienced
a fall, as 66% of these people will have a second fall within the year (Vieira, Palmer, &
Chaves, 2016) and may be at risk of developing FoF. Other good candidates would be
people with unsteady gait or balance, slow walking, or who "stop walking when
talking." Hars et al. (2014) suggested OAs classified as pre-frail may be able to make
the most significant improvements from DTT, and some in their study were able to
regain robust status by continuing weekly exercise-to-music classes.
Basic Course Structure, Frequency, Length
MAMCOAs might best start with 3-4 weeks of standard MBSR, including home
practice for honing skills in basic attention regulation. At that point, exercise would be
added. Meta-analysis of falls prevention programs has shown effective programs
include movement practices that: (a) increase strength, balance, gait, and coordination;
(b) last more than 12 weeks; and (c) meet 1 to 3 times per week (Eggenberger, Theill,
Holenstein, Schumacher & de Bruin, 2015). In line with this, after 3 initial MBSR-only
weeks, MAMCOA might switch to two hour-long exercise sessions per week, with one
of these preceding a shortened MBSR class. These classes should assign standard
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MBSR home practice for the first 3-4 weeks, and then a combined home practice
including exercise (stepping and balance games, tai chi, dance, yoga or other mindful
exercise) followed by meditation for subsequent weeks. MAMCOAs should run for 15
to 16 weeks to accommodate recommended exercise programs and to assure full MBSR
content coverage, given the shorter class times from week 4.
Course Format, Location
As with MBSR, MAMCOAs should be in-person and instructor-led to foster
social support and connections, as social isolation is a risk factor for falls (Hajek &
König, 2017) and contributor to FoF (Whipple et al., 2017). Beneficial social
interactions could be encouraged by offering before- or after-class healthy refreshments
(Szanton et al., 2011). Social interactions may strengthen motivation and add a
stimulating element to the environment, potentially improving compliance and brainenhancing effects of the MAMCOA.
Compliance would likely be greater if the MAMCOA and its elements were
maximally accessible for OAs. Szanton et al. (2011) found that holding MBSR in
participants' apartment buildings and distributing large-print hand-outs increased
accessibility. Convenient, handicapped-accessible locations that do not require
participants to drive or ascend stairs would be desirable, and particular attention to
hearing and movement limitations of participants is also important for accessibility. The
added exercise component in a MAMCOA may require more spacious venues than are
used for MBSR; a combination gym plus quiet sitting room space might work well.
Teachers and Teaching
MAMCOA exercise components, at least for OAs at low- or medium risk of
falls, could be led by trained community care workers, as they were found to be
effective in delivering an 8-week falls-prevention exercise program (Burton et al.,
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2018). Peer-led instruction by OAs might make the teaching especially motivating, as
was found in a mixed-methods study on teaching falls-prevention (Khong, Berlach,
Hill, & Hill, 2018). This study concluded that peer-led instruction could encourage
adoption of fall-prevention measures, but expert review of videos of peer teaching
pointed to a need for less didactic, more interactive instruction in accordance with
principles of adult learning. Interactive teaching is in sync with principles for teaching
MBIs (McCown, Reibel, & Micozzi, 2011). MAMCOA instruction by trained OAteachers would be ideal, but otherwise supplementing MBI instructors' background in
OA issues (movement and practice constraints; physical and psychological challenges)
would be desirable (Williams et al., 2016), along with supervision by a qualified older
MBI supervisor.
The experiential approach to teaching MBIs also seems well-adapted to a
MAMCOA. Research by Aisenberg, Cohen, and Linkovski (2017) suggested greatest
transferability of training in OAs is achieved through multimodal, complex approaches
with social components and support for task performance, but without dictation of
specific deployment or implementation strategies. MBIs' encouragement of informal
practice, and inviting participants to apply strategies broadly and experimentally in their
lives is consistent with these precepts.
Content Adaptation
Some MAMCOA teaching will require specific new or adapted content on fallsrelated issues, including guidance to develop attention-during-movement skills (see
below), and other aspects of mindful ageing and motor decline. Good-practice in MBI
teaching already includes adapting movement practices to accommodate participants
with restrictions or impairments. This could include chair-yoga (Park, McCaffrey,
Newman, Cheung, & Hagen, 2014); encouraging reduced range-of-motion; or just
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listening to descriptions of the movements and envisioning them rather than executing
them. Following the hypotheses of Jeannerod (1994), fNIR and other imaging evidence
indicates activation of sensorimotor networks by observing or especially listening to
descriptions of movements (Crivelli, Sabogal Rueda, & Balconi, 2018) or imagining
movements (Kilteni, Andersson, Houborg, & Ehrsson, 2018). This suggests at least
some of the benefits of movement practices can be realised without actual movement.
Attention-During-Movement
Attention-during-movement in OAs is a complex topic and MAMCOA guidance
on it should be developed formally and systematically through collaboration with
movement experts to create effective mindfulness-movement training practices and
strategies for OAs. Described below are a few samples of concepts emerging from
sports medicine, rehabilitation, and neuroscience research that could be used to improve
the biomechanics of walking in OAs (VanSwearingen & Studentski, 2014). The
complexity of this information demonstrates the need for input from movement experts
in what would be central knowledge for a MAMCOA.
Complexity begins with attention: OAs may have different challenges than
younger adults in regulating attentional focus. Some evidence (Noh, Larcom, Liu, &
Isaacowitz, 2012) indicates greater positive affect in OAs is associated with less
efficiency in attention alerting functions, but greater efficiency in orienting attention.
Sensitivity to these possibilities should be incorporated in MAMCOAs, along with
awareness that mind-wandering may be less frequent in OAs, but more distracting, with
greater impact on performance of tasks—such as walking (Zavagnin et al., 2014).
Attention-during-movement adds layers of complexity. As described in Chapter
5, studies indicate that OAs can improve motor performance by strategic deployment of
attention, for example by route pre-viewing (Curzon-Jones & Hollands, 2018); or
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external rather than internal attentional focus during motor learning or when automatic
motor performance is desirable (Chiviacowsky et al., 2010). But in some situations,
such as simple walking, external focus of attention does not improve motor function (de
Melker Worms, Stins, van Wegen, Loram, & Beek, 2017). A critical issue at the heart
of the complexity in attention-during-movement may thus be when and how to deploy
top-down, cognitively controlled strategies and when to rely on bottom-up automatic
motor programs. DT evidence of 'posture-second' strategies for OAs might seem to
suggest a central facet of MAMCOAs would be re-training attentional control to
prioritise balance and movement, tuning out cognitive distractions. Yet evidence
indicates people with a history of falls and impaired DT walking may already be
shifting cognitive resources excessively in motor control during walking (a process
called reinvestment). This may be exacerbated in risky movement situations, with
attention directed away from critical movement-relevant environmental features, and
concomitant elevation of vigilance and fall anxiety (Wong, Masters, Maxwell, &
Abernethy, 2007; Young, Olonilua, Masters, Dimitriadis & Williams, 2016). One
benefit of MAMCOA training may be development of a counter-weight to reinvestment
— increased automaticity trained through reactive and volitional movement exercise
training (Okubo, et al., 2017). By combining deep understanding of how and when to
deploy conscious movement strategies vs. bottom-up automatic programs, MAMCOAs
could build on enhanced cognitive-attentional skill and improved automaticity,
potentially reducing falls.
Gentle yoga and mindful walking practice would seem like excellent
"laboratories" MAMCOA participants could use for cautious experimentation with
attention-during-motion. Importantly, researchers have found OAs may struggle with
balance during very slow mindful-movement walking, possibly due to overly conscious
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motor control. Smith et al. (2007) recommended open awareness during walking as an
alternative that may be safer for OAs than focusing interoceptive attention on each step.
It is unclear whether this would be best for a MAMCOA: What might constitute a risk
in MBSR could be an essential experimental testing ground for OAs exploring balance
and attention in a MAMCOA. Clearly, attention-in-motion training will require careful
development and participant-sensitive teaching.
Fall Risk Factors
Teaching about significant fall risk factors for OAs will be important for
MAMCOAs and could form part of a special didactic unit in the course. Discussing
more than 400 potential fall risk factors that have been identified (Close, Lord, Menz, &
Sherrington, 2005) is beyond the scope of a MAMCOA or this review, but two
examples of issues that might be part of this unit are the effects of fatigue and
hypotension. Both mental and physical fatigue can put OAs at risk of falling. Grobe et
al. (2017) reviewed studies of mentally demanding tasks and performance in OAs,
finding that mental fatigue leads to PFC activation changes, temporary reductions in
cognitive function, including loss of attentional control and effects on gait and balance,
creating fall risk. Morrison et al. (2016) studied fatigue in younger adults, and in OAs
aged 60-69 and 70-79 years, looking at fall risk, gait factors, balance, reaction time, and
leg strength after participants took three 5-minute walks at their fastest walking speed
on a treadmill. The OAs had less steady balance, reaction times, and strength, and found
the task subjectively more tiring than did younger people, despite the fact that the OAs
walked slower and did not show greater cardiac strain than younger adults. Key findings
were that immediately after the treadmill walking, OAs had increased postural sway
(reduced balance) and less leg strength. Participants in their 70s also had slower
reaction times, and combined measurements indicated increased fall risk. The potential
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for immediate increases in fall risk through exercise highlights a complex double-bind
of ageing (and an important risk for a MAMCOA): fitness from exercise may reduce
fall risk, but post-exercise fatigue temporarily increases fall risk.
Another common risk factor for falls in OAs is instability and dizziness from
transient low blood pressure (hypotension) after meals and when standing or changing
head position quickly. A prospective study found slow recovery from orthostatic
hypotension is an independent risk factor for falls in OAs (Finucane et al., 2017). Blood
pressure drops after a meal have also been shown to affect aspects of gait, increasing
fall risk (Nair, Visvanathan, & Piscitelli, 2016).
Healthy Attitudes for Ageing:
"Week 9" in MBSR is an idiom for life after the course. An important part of
MAMCOAs will be motivating OAs to develop attitudes and behaviour choices that
will serve them well in "Week 17." Evidence indicates continued practice of
mindfulness is needed to retain attentional skills (Zanesco et al., 2018) and lifetime
commitment to exercise is needed to prevent falls (Laufer et al., 2014). Beyond ongoing
mindfulness practice, and keeping physically active and socially engaged, sustained
pursuit of cognitively challenging new activities and skills has been demonstrated to
help OAs improve memory (Park et al., 2014). MAMCOAs could springboard off the
self-efficacy fostered in the class and encourage participants to develop personal
practices, attitudes, and relationships that make life-long meditation, exercise, and
pursuit of cognitively rejuvenating activities personally and maximally inviting,
stimulating, and accessible as possible.
Another beneficial attribute MAMCOAs could endeavour to develop in
participants is resistance to age-based stereotype threat, which occurs when OAs
succumb to perceived negative age stereotypes and show reduced physical and
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especially cognitive performance, as has been confirmed by research over more than a
decade (Lamont, Swift, & Abrams, 2015). The power of negative received attitudes
about ageing were reflected in the dramatic results of a cohort study that followed 4,765
dementia-free people, aged 60 or older, for four years after measuring their attitudes
toward ageing (Levy, Slade, Pietrzak, & Ferrucci, 2018). Overall, people who had
positive beliefs about ageing at the first time-point had a 43.6% lower risk of
developing dementia in the ensuing 4 years. The protective effect of positive ageing
beliefs was even seen in people who had a gene (APOE ε4) that put them at greater risk
for AD. In fact, having a negative attitude toward ageing increased a person's risk of
developing dementia about as much as the APOE ε4 gene—the strongest known genetic
risk factor for dementia. The researchers suspected that stress was the intermediating
mechanism that converted negative ageing beliefs to neurodegeneration, and they
posited that interventions to change ageing attitudes and stress might significantly
reduce the incidence of dementia. MAMCOAs might be one such intervention.
A final attitude change that might reduce falls among MAMCOA participants
derives from the "turning-toward-difficulty" perspective taught by MBIs (Kabat-Zinn,
2013; Segal et l., 2013). Unfortunately, the typical response to falls on the part of
"fallers" and their carers is the opposite of this. Although past decades of research, up to
the latest government recommendations (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2018),
consistently suggest exercise programs (including yoga and tai chi), alone or in
combination with other anti-fall measures, as the best way to forestall additional falls
(and FoF), this is not what typically happens. A review by Wilkinson et al. (2018) found
that as older community-dwelling adults (and their carers) became aware of declining
motor skills, the predominant response was to “protect”—limiting or avoiding social
activities, sports, and travel; moving more slowly; using assistive devices like canes and
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chairlifts, and reducing independence. By encouraging OAs to address and work with
their physical and cognitive conditions, MAMCOAs may slow further declines that
would be fostered by retreat and avoidance.
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Table 1
Summary of 29 Reviews of Mindfulness and Older Adults
Study &
Yeara
Abbott et
al., 2014

Type

Trial

Studies

N=

Ages

Population

Type of Outcome

Conclusions, Results

Metaanalysis

MBIs

9

578

Mixed

Clinical
(vascular
disease)

Psychological;
Physiological

Acevedo et
al., 2016
Berk et al.,
2016
Black &
Slavich,
2016
Cramer et
al., 2012

Umbrella

13

NR

Mixed

Healthy

Brain/neural

Systematic

Meditative
practices
MBIs

Beneficial for stress, depression,
anxiety; Unclear evidence of
physiological benefits (cortisol,
albumin, BP)
Benefits brain parts for cognition

6

446

OAs

Cognitive function

MBIs feasible; more RCTs needed

Systematic

MBIs

20

1602

Mixed

Immune function,
Inflammation

Systematic

MBIs

3

117

Mixed

Mixed (some
SCI)
Mixed (arthritis,
cancer, HIV,
etc.)
Clinical (low
back pain)

Crowe et
al., 2016

Systematic

MBSR

15

1259

Mostly
younger

Physical
conditions

FountainZaragoza &
Prakash,
2017

Systematic

Mindfulness
training

12
11
4

679
475
490

Mixed
OAs
OAs

Mixed (distress,
pain, sleep
problems)

Physical function,
pain, sleep, health,
QoL
Attention/cognitive
psychological
immune,
inflammation

Improves NFB; CRP; CD4+,
telomerase; No evidence of IL,
antibody, immune cell benefits
Inconclusive for pain intensity,
disability; Limited support for pain
acceptance
Studies preliminary; small effect size
for physical health high risk of bias

Pain-related

Preliminary evidence MBIs reduce agerelated losses; Promising affect benefits
in OAs; may lower NFB & CRP
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Gard et al.,
2014

Qualitative
synthesis

Meditative
practices

12

±730

Mixed

Mixed (sleep,
SCI)

Cognitive

Studies flawed but show feasibility;
Meditation offsets cognitive decline

Geiger et
al., 2016

Systematic

Mindfulness
training

15

1200

OAs

Mixed
(psychological,
sleep, distress)

Psychological;
Physical

Gooneratne, Narrative
2008
Innes &
Narrative
Selfe, 2014

Alternative
medicine
Meditative
practices

±14

NR

Mixed

Clinical (sleep)

Sleep

NR

NR

Mixed

Clinical (MCI,
SCI, AD)

Keefe et al.,
2013
Kishita et
al., 2016
Kurth et al.,
2017

Narrative

Psychosocial

±2

NR

OAs

Clinical (pain)

Psychological,
sleep, immune,
inflammation
Pain

Feasibility; most studies show positive
effects; Less clear in controlled trials &
healthy subjects. Physical effects
mixed, inclusive; studies flawed
Yoga, tai chi may improve sleep; no
conclusion on MBIs
Promising effects on AD risk factors;
Research flawed; need RCTs for CI

Metaanalysis
Narrative

MBIs

10

330

OAs

Clinical

Psychological

Meditation

NR

NR

Mixed

Healthy

Larouche et
al., 2015

Narrative

MBIs &
meditation

NR

NR

Mixed

Clinical (MCI,
AD)

Telomeres,
inflammation,
stress; Brain
AD risk factors

Last et al.,
2017

Systematic

Meditation

13

±351

Mixed

Mixed (PD, CI)

Brain: Grey matter
volume

Lindberg,
2005

Narrative

Meditation
&
spirituality

36

NR

OAs

Nursing home
residents

Psychosocial
wellbeing

Mindfulness promising; needs further
study
Beneficial for depression; better RCTs
needed
Links still missing for meditation &
effects on telomeres, stress,
inflammation, brain ageing
Support for improvement in stress,
neuro-inflammatory factors,
degeneration
Various meditation associated with
reduced loss of grey matter (various
brain regions)
Teachable even to demented OAs;
promotes psycho-social well-being
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Luders,
2014
Luders &
Cherbuin,
2016
Marciniak
et al., 2014

Systematic

Meditation

3

115

Mixed

Healthy

Brain

Systematic

Meditation

3

164

Mixed

Healthy

Brain

Systematic

Meditation
(mostly not
MBIs)

9
6

186
±125

Mixed;
OAs

Healthy;
Clinical (MCI,
AD)

Brain;
Cognitive

Long-term meditators show less brain
loss; flawed studies show positive
cognition effects

Morone &
Greco, 2007
Newberg et
al., 2014

Systematic

8

Chronic pain

Pain

NR

95
(MBSR)
NR

Over 50

Narrative

Mind-Body
interventions
Meditation

Mixed

Mixed
(dementias, PD)

Attention,
cognitive, Brain

Nilsson et
al. 2015

Narrative

MBIs

NR

NR

OAs

Mixed

Prakash et
al., 2014

Narrative

MBIs

NR

NR

OAs

Healthy

Rejeski,
2008

Conceptual Mindfulness

NR

NR

OAs

Healthy

Physical,
psychosocial,
spiritual wellness
Cognitive,
affective, neural
function
Pain, disability,
QoL, health selfmanagement

Limited support meditation & tai chi
improved function & coping
Meditation changes attention, cognition
& brain in ways promising for neurodegeneration
Mindful Sustainable Aging as new
socio- gerontology model

Smoski et
al., 2016

Narrative

MBIs

NR

NR

OAs

Mixed

Sorrel, 2015

Narrative

MBIs

±12

NR

Mostly
older

Mixed

Psychological,
affective, sleep;
cognitive
enhancement
Psychosocial,
stress, pain, sleep

Preliminary signs meditation reduces
brain degeneration
Meditation might slow ageing of gray,
white brain matter

MBIs may capitalize on age-related
brain changes to reduce cognitive
decline
Mindfulness mind-body training may
be synergistic with ageing health,
fitness programs
Improved sleep loneliness, depression;
pos. affect, QoL; healthy OAs show
little cognitive improvement
Possible for sleep problems, anxiety,
depression, chronic pain, loneliness
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Tang et al.
2014
Younge et
al. 2014
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Narrative

IBMT

NR

NR

Mixed

Healthy

Metaanalysis

Mind-Body
interventions

11

743

Mostly
older

Clinical
(cardiovascular
disease)

Physical, mental
health
QoL, depression,
anxiety, exercise
tolerance, BP, HR

IBMT increases HRV;QoL, IgA,
cortisol, ACC-striatum connectivity
Low quality, number of studies;
medium effect on QoL; depression;
anxiety; BP; exercise tolerance. Small
effect on resting HR

Note. MBI = Mindfulness-based intervention; BP = Blood pressure; NR = Not reported; OA = Older adults; SCI = Subjective cognitive impairment; MBI =
Mindfulness-based intervention; RCT = Randomised clinical trial; NFB = Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; CRP = C-reactive
protein; CD4+ = immune related white blood cells; IL= interleukins (immune signalling proteins); MBSR = Mindfulness-based stress reduction; IBMT =
Integrated body-mind training. QoL= Quality of life; MCI = Mild cognitive impairment; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; CI = Cognitive impairment; PD =
Parkinson’s disease; IBMT = Integrated body-mind training; HRV = Heart rate variability; IgA = Immunoglobin A; ACC = Anterior cingulate cortex; HR =
Heart rate
aRussel-Williams

et al. (2018) omitted because full text was unavailable when table was prepared.

